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About Us
The Australian Parachute Federation (APF) is a not-for-profit, self-administered organisation,
affiliated with the Federation Aeronautique Internationale through the Australian Sport Aviation
ConFederation and International Parachuting Commission. With a history spanning more than
fifty five years, the APF controls skydiving at all but one of the approximately 70 civilian
operations in Australia.
Operating under a Deed of Agreement with CASA, the APF represents and administers the
sport, and sets standards for all aspects of parachuting operations including the conduct of
competitions, the issuing of memberships, licenses, certifications and ratings, and conduct of
training, examination/assessment processes.
Continually striving for the highest standards in safety and training and excellence in
performance for all participants, and seeking to encourage and increase participation at all
levels, the APF keeps its members informed by distributing various publications and bulletins
and also provides Public Liability Insurance.
The APF Office is located at Underwood in Brisbane, Queensland, and is staffed by a team of 9
including a Chief Executive Office, various managers and administrative services. The office is
further supported by various volunteers at local and State level.
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St rat egic Pl an Overview

Message from t he Chair of t he Board
All indications are that skydiving both as a sport and an
industry has developed some momentum. So much is
happening in Australia and overseas in competition and at
the grassroots, with all sorts of initiatives being pursued to
assist the jump community to grow, and for competitors to
strive to beat the best in the world. There have been steady
improvements with Australian performances at world
competitions in the recent past with silver and bronze
medals, and Kevan Walters capping it off with a gold at
Zephyrhills, USA. Australian skydiving showcased itself in
Dubai last year and new competitors had their 1st taste of
international competition.

I acknowledge the contribution of my fellow directors and thank
them for the passion and expertise and the wholehearted manner
in which they approach their honorary service to the APF.
A special thanks to the volunteers out there who keep the
competition going and give assistance in many other ways to the
sport.
I would also like to thank the entire staff of the APF who have
worked and shown enormous passion for the organisation and
the sport and have adopted as their mission the APF goal of
having a vibrant and sustainable skydiving community in
Australia.
Grahame Hill
Chair of the Board

These achievements are critical because whilst skydiving in
Australia remains strong, we continue to face challenges in
terms of the number of ?full service? drop zones, as well as
motivating new members and existing current members to
progress and continue in the sport. The APF focus has been
to continue to work to grow the number of members, and
increase the number of jumps they do in whatever path they
take in their skydiving journey. We understand if we can
deliver on this, the sport/industry will be in a strong
sustainable position for the future. The APF will be looking to
grow resources in this area and continue to invest more in
raising the profile of skydiving by strengthening programs
that engage new and existing members to participate in
different areas, be it competition, instruction or fun jumps.
The APF has produced a Strategic Plan to ensure as best we
can, we achieve our long term objectives.
This past year has marked a strengthening of governance
with the APF ceasing to be an association and becoming a
company limited by guarantee (CLG). I congratulate all state
councils for having also taken a ?leap of faith? and elected to
become committees of the APF rather than remain
independent state associations. These governance changes
will have no noticeable effect on individual members or the
operation of state councils. The funding opportunities from
the APF will continue as before.
State Government based funding will continue under existing
rules.
APF Directors at the 2015 Conference

The APF will continue to examine ways to improve our
structure and processes to ensure we remain committed to
serving members. Some items on the project list for
completion this year are:
1. all revalidation exams online
2. online waivers for all training affiliates
3. safety management systems in place for all training
affiliates
4. all form and paper processes to be online and user
friendly.
There are other projects in the planning stage; the above are
a few of the important ones.
During the year the APF Board exercised its authority to add
an appointed director into its ranks and Dave Smith,
immediate past APF President, joined the Board. Dave
brings a skill-set to the Board, in governance amongst others.

Grahame Hill (Chair), Gary Myors (National Safety Officer) &
Ralf Jaeger (National Training Officer)

We were very fortunate to have Kelly Brennan and Andrew
Mulholland join the Board. They were nominated by Vic/Tas
Council and accepted by the Board. They both bring great
knowledge and enthusiasm for skydiving along with a
number of other skills which will allow them to be valuable
directors. Andrew is also the Company Secretary of the APF.
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ORGA
NI SAT I ONA L
Message from t he Chief Execut ive

APF?s Strategic Direction for 2020 includes growth in the number
of sporting licence members, participation in all disciplines at every
World Championships, medal winning competitors and reduced
red tape and bureaucracy. We continue to develop strategies to
achieve these goals.

Officer

ST RU CT U RE

2015 was a year of monumental change for the APF including its
transference from an Association to a Company Limited by
Guarantee (CLG), a change which has brought many
opportunities. Under this new structure APF Councils have
elected to become APF committees. This evolution of the APF
was the catalyst for a review of APF?s governance and regulatory
Organisational
Chart
oversight structure, systems and processes, with a goal toward
minimising bureaucracy, maximising efficiency, and improve
Board ofsustainability
Directors,
Office Bearers and disclosure of
and services to members.

The ongoing issue of securing APF?s future, including equitable
access to airspace and autonomy of aviation activities, remains a
hot topic for APF and will continue to dominate throughout 2016.

6

?Culture?has always played a large part in the attraction of
skydiving as a pastime, and whilst certain behaviours have
Interests
7
dominated over the years, it becomes even more apparent that
?time for change is nigh?! With greater regulatory expectations and
NationalAsOfficers
including
Pecuniary
7 and external powers, APF is striving
defined in Regulatory
Schedule
57, effectiveInterests
October 2015, a
pressures from both internal
more streamlined regulatory structure has been introduced
to achieve an exhilarating and exciting, yet professional image for
providing clearer lines of authority and accountability with key
Board Committees
skydiving in Australia - 8
an image that will attract new members,
volunteer regulatory positions becoming the responsibility of the
help to retain current members, and which requires the
APF. Area
Safety Officers (ASO), Area Instructor Examiners (AIE),
Operational
Committees
8
cooperation of all stakeholders.
and Display Rating Examiners (DRE), previously appointed in
council area, have now been consolidated into one positon,
As always our Federation
Councileach
Committees
9 relies on the support of its many
that of Safety and Training Officers (STO). Three part-time
volunteers and representatives, who often give tirelessly, of their
permanent STO?s are appointed nationally with their appointment,
own time and expertise9purely for the greater good of the sport.
Appointments
training and remuneration being the responsibility of the APF.
On behalf of all members, I extend acknowledgement and
appreciation to each and every one of you. Please stay safe.
In support of STOs, APF has created a new position - Safety and
Training Advisor (STA). Appointed as required, STAs will provide
Brad Turner
assistance to STOs in the conduct of their responsibilities in
Chief
remote areas, or with specific projects. STOs and STAs will not
Executive
be confined to any one Council area. Further changes effective 20
Officer
April 2016, include the merger of the roles of National Safety
Officer (formerly Director Safety) and National Training
Officer (formally Director Instructors) and their consumption into
the APF Office under the responsibility of APF?s Safety and
Training Manager (STM). Under this new structure, responsibility
and oversight, criteria verification and examinations for ratings etc,
is being largely placed in the hands of CIs and examiners. As
APF moves closer to online processing of ratings, it remains
critical that all stakeholders understand and play their part, in
regards to safety and training oversight.
All APF manuals, doctrine and associated application processes
and forms continue to be reviewed in order to support the new
regulatory structure, and to meet member expectations. Ongoing
IT developments will provide a myriad of enhancements to
existing systems and are due for a staged release commencing
June 2016 and should further improve membership services.
Safety Management Systems (SMS) development and
implementation for all club operations is being introduced as APF
prepares to enter a new regulatory environment with CASA under
CASR Part 149. Part 149 specifies requirements for the
certification and operation of sport and recreational aircraft
activities and will secure our rights and obligations as an approved
self-administrating sport aviation organisation. Under this
umbrella, APF clubs will be required to operate under a
documented SMS.

John Gissing, CEO QantasLink
tandem jump onto the lawns of Parliament House
15 December 2015

Under the ?marketing for growth?campaign, projects and initiatives
aimed at growing numbers and lifting the profile of the industry,
including television advertising campaigns and skydiving
documentaries, have greatly exceeded projections by delivering a
20% growth of student licence members over the same quarter
the previous year.
In its pursuit of sporting excellence, APF continues to build an
environment that encourages, supports and enhances competition
performance at local, state and national levels, right through to the
international arena, providing education, training and resources to
improve skill levels of Australian jumpers.

Australian Parachute Federation

Peter Lloyd AO OBE MiD,
95th birthday tandem jump
onto the lawns of Parliament House
15 December 2015
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PA RT ONE

APF BOARD OF DIRECTORS CONTINUED

1.2 Board of Direct ors, Office
Bearers and Discl osure of Int erest s

1.1 Organisat ional Chart
The organisational chart below shows the structural changes being implemented in early 2016. *The Safety and Training Manager will assume
the positions of National Safety Officer and National Training Officer. Safety and Training Officers will assume the position of Area Safety Office,
Area Instructor Examiner and Display Licence Examiner across Council areas.

OFFICE BEARERS

1.3 Nat ional Officers
incl uding Pecuniary Int erest s
The National Officers main function is to provide technical
expertise to the APF as an industry ?expert?in specific key
operational areas. In 2015 the following members held
National Officer positions:

APF BOARD OF DIRECTORS
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A name change from Technical Committee was necessitated
by CASR PART 149 and SMS requirements for a Safety
Committee.

1.4 Board Committ ees
1.4.1 Governance Committee

Changing its name to Technical and Safety Committee suited
the model. In 2015 the following positions constituted the
Technical and Safety Committee:

The Governance Committee is responsible for:
- Ensuring the governance of the Federation is appropriate and
meets governance best practice, regulatory and statutory
requirements.
- Advising the Board on required changes to the APF Constitution
- Reviewing and updating the Board on current issues of
governance and their impact on the APF
- Monitoring regulatory and statutory issues facing the
organisation
- Developing corporate governance principles

-

-

David Smith
Brad Turner
Trevor Collins
Mark Szulmayer
Carsten Boeving (retired 05/08/2015)

1.4.2 Remuneration Committee
The Remuneration Committee is responsible for the performance
review and remuneration package for the Chief Executive Officer
and consists of up to four Federation members appointed by the
Board. Committee members in 2015 were:
-

David Smith
Grahame Hill
Tim Radford (appointed 17/03/2015)
Andrew Mulholland (appointed 24/11/2015
Carsten Boeving (retired 05/08/2015)
Neil Fergie (retired 12/03/2015)

Gail Bradley
Peta Holmes
Craig Bennett
Neil Fergie
Dave Smith

Achievement Awards are not given out lightly by the AVU, though
2015 saw many National and State Records, Medals at World
Championships, retirements and very worthy Service Awards. At the
2015 Awards Dinner and Presentation, for recognition of 10 years?
service to the APF across several roles and particularly as the
Director of Judges, Lindy Rochow-Williams was presented with the
APF Service Award by the APF CEO. The APF also Honoured Julia
(Jules) McConnel with an Honorary Life Membership. The Tim Bates
recipient was Craig ?Crash? Bennett.

The activities and performance of the Councils can be perused
by reviewing the minutes of council meetings. Additionally, all
members are welcome and encouraged to attend and become
involved at council meetings where various positions and
opportunities exist each year. Current regional councils are:
-

The Aviation Committee was formed in 2014 as Airspace
Advisory Committee. With an expansion of duties and
responsibilities, the committee changed its name to Aviation
Committee. The Committee consists of experienced jump
pilots and operators whose strategic objective is to achieve
?Equity of Access to Airspace for APF Parachuting
Operations? and help prevent a similar occurrence to the 2013
airspace debacle that temporarily crippled many parachuting
operations. In 2015 the committee consisted of:

- Andrew Mulholland
- Mike Dyer
- Des Ewing

-

1.4.4 National Review Officer formerly Disciplinary
Committee Chair

Brad Turner
Mark Edwards (Chair)
Grahame Hill
Pete Lonnon
Jon McWilliam

-

Delegate to Air Sport Australian ConFederation (ASAC)
- Dave Smith (retired 31/07/2015)
- Grahame Hill (appointed 31/07/2015)
Delegate to ASAC, Alternate
- Brad Turner
Crash Bennett
Tim Bates Award recipient

Delegate to ASIANIA
- Faye Cox
Delegate to ASIANIA, Alternate
- Ray Williams
Delegate to International Parachuting Commission (IPC)
- Lindy Rochow-Williams (retired 24/11/2015)
- Gail Bradley (appointed 24/11/2015)

Paul Smith
Ryan Roche
Ashley Smith
Alex Mihal
Andrew Mulholland

Delegate to IPC, Alternate
- Mark Szulmayer
Delegate to Parachute Industry Association (PIA)
- Brett Newman

1.5.3 Funding Committee

In-line with changes to the OpRegs on 1 October 2015, the
Disciplinary Committee Chair was renamed to National Review
Officer. The National Review Officer will form a Tribunal to deal
with a disciplinary matter where the Board has determined that it
wishes the Chair to intervene in a disciplinary review or appeal
matter. Committee members in 2015 were:

The Funding Committee was formed to develop guidelines for
the issuance of Sports Development Grants and recommend
applications to the Board for its approval. Committee
members in 2015 were:
-

Rory Cunningham
Allan Gray
Richard Petters (retired 24/11/2015)
Stephen Fickling (retired 25/02/2015)

A Tribunal was convened in 2015 to deal with one serious matter,
resulting in a senior instructor removal of ratings.

North Queensland Parachute Council
South Queensland Parachute Council
New South Wales Parachute Council
Victorian Tasmanian Parachute Council
South Australian Parachute Council
West Australian Parachute Council
Northern Territory Parachute Council.

1.7 APF Appoint ment s

1.5.2 Aviation Committee

The Risk and Audit Committee is responsible for assisting the
Board in its oversight responsibilities for all matters related to
financial management and reporting, external and internal financial
audit and financial risk management of the APF. Committee
members in 2015 were:

Delegate to PIA, Alternate
- Jo Chitty

Jules McConnel
APF Life Membership recipient

National Review Officer
- Stephen Fickling (retired 06/05/2015
- Rory Cunningham (appointed 24/11/2015)

Kelly Brennan
Mark Szulmayer
Craig Bennett
Peta Holmes
Alan Deadman (appointed 27/11/2015)
Jason Cooke (retired 27/11/2015)

National Review Officer, Alternate
Allan Gray

In 2015 the APF continued to support worthwhile member
initiatives by approving funding for 99% of applications. A
breakdown consists of:

1.5 Operat ional Committ ees

- $46,195.00 ? Level 1
- $35,804.00 ? Level 2
- $123,000.00 ? Level 3

1.5.1 Technical and Safety Committee
The Technical and Safety Committee is comprised of the CEO and
six APF National Officers. The Federation Board delegated such
powers and functions to this committee, in order that they be
responsible for the development and implementation of the APF
Operational Plan.

Australian Parachute Federation

With APF members voting overwhelmingly in favour of
becoming a Company Limited by Guarantee at the 2105 AGM,
and to further align with Regulatory Schedule 57 ?
Organisational Structure and Accountabilities, Councils have
moved to become APF Subcommittee Councils. Subcommittee
Councils will step back from the responsibilities of regulatory
compliance such as club auditing and disciplinary matters.
Various key regulatory activity now falls under the management
and control of the APF, leaving Subcommittee Councils to focus
on sport development.

In early 2016, the National Safety Officer and National
Training Officer positions were consumed into the APF Office
under the Safety and Training Manager's role. Three Safety
and Training Officers were appointed to oversight safety and
training and have taken over the responsibility of Area Safety
Officer, Area Instructor Examiner and Display Rating
Examiners.

1.4.3 Risk and Audit Committee

-

1.6 APF Council s Committ ees

The Awards Validation Unit (AVU) was formed to review categories
and criteria for awards, recognise national parachuting records and
publicise a list annually. The AVU also calls for nominations via
Councils. The committee members in 2015 were:
-

CEO (Chair)
National Safety Officer
National Training Officer
National Aviation Officer
National Rigging Officer
National Competitions Officer
National Judging Officer

Over 2015 the Technical and Safety Committee undertook
various volunteer work on behalf of the members, attending
meetings, making decisions and taking action where
necessary, in regards to the supervision and management of
APF operations. Furthermore the members of the Technical
and Safety Committee are responsible for key areas, with
each having busy portfolios in their respective areas of
expertise. The Committee meet regularly and continue to
oversee operational aspects within the Federation, making
recommendations to the Board as necessary.

The Governance Committee is elected at the Annual Board
Meeting. Committee members in 2015 were:

1.5.4 Awards Validation Unit

8

Lindy Rochow-Williams
APF Service Award recipient
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Wingsuiting over Brisbane
Photo: Paul Tozer

3.1.2 Annual General Meeting

3.1 APF Annual Conference

At the AGM, members were asked to approve a significant
change to the APF Constitution and a move towards becoming a
Company Limited by Guarantee (CLG). As expected, this was a
big vote and the auditorium filled quickly, and in the end, over 95
percent of the members agreed to the changes.

The Australian Parachute Federation (APF) hosts an annual
conference event for its members, with a Skydiving Symposium
style of conference one year and a Technical Conference on
alternate years. The
APF AGM is run at
the same time and
place. The
symposium event
offers international
presenters sharing
?world best practice?
ideas, alongside
Australian
presenters covering
everything from
competition and
national
development, to
safety, training, and risk management. The symposium also offers
a manufacturers and service providers trade show area, which has
continued to grow in popularity since its inception in 2009. The
symposium event is also the time that the APF holds the annual
Skydiving Awards Presentation Dinner which is a gala event where
the champions of the sport are recognised for their achievements
over the previous year.

3.1.3 Social Events
Networking and linking with old (and new) friends begins at the
Welcome BBQ on the first night. Delegates came early for this
opportunity to catch up and many discussions evolved into
opinions that ultimately drive the workshops. The APF Awards
Dinner and Presentation attracted nearly 180 attendees who
enjoyed a buffet style smorgasbord, great music and some not so
great dancing!

3.1.4 Regional Workshops
The Board proposed holding regional workshops to provide
members with a local venue to share instructional, safety and
rigging ideas and concepts, attracting Packers and Instructor Ds
that may infrequently attend the Symposium. A one-day local
Safety Seminar was held in Perth mid-year. 55 members
attended and had a very open discussion/meeting on safety
related matters which was well above expectation. APF will
consider holding more of these local events in lieu of a national
technical conference every second year.

The Skydiving Symposium is open to all APF members, from the
novice to the expert, and attracts over 200 skydivers from every
corner of the country. The Technical Conference is focused more
on the Instructor and includes numerous interactive workshops,
covering every discipline, and every aspect of the sport. These
workshops are facilitated by APF members who are experts in their
respective fields. In the months preceding a conference, ?expert?
groups are discussing topics or issues, consulting with the industry
via various surveys and reports, with outcomes put forward at the
conference either for further discussion, or for implementation.

3.2 APF Insurance Pol icies
The APF does not hold an Australian Financial Services Licence,
however via our general insurance intermediary, the following
programs have been arranged specifically for the APF and its
members. In 2015 those programs were as follows:

3.2.1 Public Liability Insurance
Public Liability Insurance comes automatically with membership
to the APF for individual members and member organisations
(Clubs). Cover is arranged in relation to claims against current
financial members for alleged damage caused to third party
person or property whilst involved in parachuting activities. All
claims are strongly defended and the cost for this insurance is
included in individual and club membership fees.

APF conferences are a highly professional event, providing unique
opportunities for skydivers from all over Australia to come together
and learn from the leaders of the sport, sharing best practice
methods and ideas, and discussing emerging safety trends and
issues affecting the sport. These events also hold broad appeal for
sponsors wanting to communicate their message, offering
opportunities for partnerships, signage and brand presence.

3.2.2 Management Liability Insurance

3.1.1 National Technical Conference 2015
For the second year running, the conference was held at Penrith.
There were 140 delegates, of which 20% were first time attendees.
This is a great sign that the conference will continue to attract APF
members that wish to contribute to the future of Australian
Skydiving. Special thanks must go to all who attended, the APF
staff that worked diligently behind the scenes and of course, the
presenters and workshop facilitators.

Management Liability (Directors and Officers) Insurance protects
Federation Directors, officers, employees and agents, including
persons holding any positions on committees created or
appointed under rule 29.1 of the APF Constitution and Councils,
volunteers and individual members of the Federation may be
indemnified against any costs, charges, losses, damages and
expenses incurred in the proper execution of their powers and
functions unless the amount was incurred as a result of their own
wilfuful act, neglect, default or dishonesty.

There were five presentations, starting with an epic wingsuit flight
over the Grand Canyon. The adventure was filmed by Paul Tozer
and shown on 60 Minutes.

3.2.3 Personal Accident Insurance

Dr Glenn Singleman and Heather Swan, with other wingsuiters
Roger Hugelshofer and Vicente Cajiga, captured the attention of
delegates. Other presentations delivered were: The Future of Big
Way Skydiving and The Future of Competition Skydiving. APF
Directors Brett Newman and Gail Bradley presented to the plenary
in their fields and conveyed inspiring and captivating information.
There were 11 workshops over the course of the two day
conference.

An optional cover that can be applied for as an APF licensed
member. Provides a range of benefits including capital benefits
and non-Medicare medical costs resulting from an accident whilst
participating in parachuting activity under an APF licence. The
Product Disclosure Statement must be referred to for full cover
details. This cover can be applied for at any stage of APF
membership via completion of the Personal Accident application
form and paying the applicable premium; or, by selecting the
personal insurance option on Form M2 renewal at the applicable
rate.

Australian Parachute Federation
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Personal Accident Insurance is also offered to student members as
an added benefit that can be applied for at the time of initial
sign-up. Student members have the option to opt-in or opt-out of
the program at the time of registration on either the physical
Student membership form or the online student registration
system.

3.4 Legal Matt ers
APF is self-insured under the Public Liability program for up to
$500,000 per annum before the insurers are affected. APF
remains vigilant on all claims, annually fending off a number of
potential or unsubstantiated claims. APF continually reinforces
the need for compliance with rules and regulations by all
members and clubs. The APF Club membership
indemnity/waiver plays an important role in our defence. APF
strongly defends all claims against members and clubs. The
policy is a claims made policy which affects the policy year in
which the claim is made.

Personal Accident Insurance is an important component of the
APF?s Risk Management System with all member organisations
encouraged to promote the insurance option to its members.

3.2.4 Gear Insurance Program
Optional cover that can be applied for as an APF member,
providing personal property cover for your parachuting equipment
anywhere in Australia. The Product Disclosure Statement must be
referred to for full cover details. This cover can be applied for at
any stage of APF membership via completion of the Gear
Insurance proposal form and premium payment.

In 2015, one claim was received involving a tandem incident
that occurred in 2012.
Due to the APF's proactive attitude towards claims
management, maintained for and on behalf of all APF
members and member organisations, a windfall on return of
unused insurance aggregate was invested back into the
industry. The Board made a decision at the November 2015
Board Meeting, to give back to the industry by way of a $2
rebate for each online student registration submitted as jump
completed between 1 December 2014 and 30 November
2015.

3.3 Informat ion Technol ogy
The past few years have seen significant advancements in the
APF?s utilisation of Information Technology. These advancements
are helping not only to improve the APF Offices?productivity and in
turn service levels to the membership, but are also assisting in
increasing our capacity to provide higher end services and
improved communications capabilities to the membership. With
many IT projects currently in progress and more in the pipeline, the
APF has and will continue to increase its capacity to manage and
support the increasing need of relevant and appropriate IT
resources and support for our
membership.

161981 jumps completed equated to a $323,962.00
investment back into APF clubs and industry.

3.3.1 Online Student
Registration
The Online Student Registration
System, which was launched on
September 1st 2011, is now fully
integrated into APF processes with
100% of clubs now using the
system. It works on a range of
operating systems and mobile
devices across most major Web
browsers with clubs enjoying
substantial savings over the former
method of physical paper, or ?pink
cards?as they were known.
Ongoing modifications and
enhancements continue to
improve the system based on
feedback received from clubs.
The cost of Registrations was discounted from $19 to $17 in 2012
and again to $15 in 2013 to provide a short term boost to the
industry with the intent that organisations would invest the savings
back into their operations. Over the 27 month period, APF
effectively injected over $750,000 back into APF skydiving
operations. However, this was not sustainable and the discount
was reduced from $4 to $2 bringing the cost of student
registrations back to $17 in January 2015.
The cost of registrations is reviewed annually and it is hoped that
the current $2 discount will be sustainable.
3.3.2 Off-line Membership Applications
The APF has implemented a booklet of application forms to negate
the need to have expensive ?pink cards?and student membership
application forms on-hand for those times when Internet services
are down and clubs are unable to access online student
registrations. This booklet is provided at no charge to clubs with
clubs able to pay for only those that are used, afterwards.

Australian Parachute Federation
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Air Services Australia
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16

ConFederation of Australian Sports
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Civil Aviation Safety Authority
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APF Chair Grahame Hill, APF CEO Brad Turner
QantasLink CEO John Gissing and Peter Lloyd AO OBE MiD
tandem skydive to commemorate Peter's 95th birthday
15 December 2015
Photo: Shane Sparkes
Ul t imat e Sport s Expo
Phot o: Rob Del aney

PA RT NERSHI PS
4.1 Airservices Aust ral ia

are now developing new NCAS/NOAS frameworks to suit their
specific needs, including Surf Life Saving Australia, Volleyball
Australia, Baseball Australia, Netball Australia, Tennis Australia,
Swimming Australia and the National Rugby League.

The APF Office provides regular updates to Airservices Australia
on the location of drop zones so that they may be depicted with a
parachute symbol, on aeronautical charts.

APF contacted a few of these NSOs which have adopted an
integrated approach to their frameworks by combining the ASC?s
NCAS with18
Vocational Education and Training (VET)
Australian
Parachute
TeamUsers
Advancement
Company
RAPACs
(Regional Airspace
Advisory Committees)
are the Trust
competencies/courses. Their advice reinforced our concerns that
forum for discussion of all matters relating to airspace and
the compliance
Australian
Skydive
Magazine
18 burden and ongoing costs for APF to become an
procedures
in Australia
with membership open to all significant
RTO were too high when compared to the perceived benefits. This
airspace users and major industry associations/organisations, etc.
helped shape
TheAustralia
APF has always
encouraged Area Councils
to appoint a local
Air Sport
ConFederation
(ASAC)
18APF?s decision to put the VET-RTO project on hold
and to consider partnering with an already established RTO for
Aviation Officer to each RAPAC to ensure parachuting maintains
future VET18
involvement.
reasonable
accessLawyers
to and use of airspace. With considerable
Lander and
Rogers
development work being done in 2015 on enhancing the APF's
This makes the ASC?s schemes more attractive, as they provide
'piloting Protection
stream', the role Company
of the Aviation (PPC)
Officer will become more
Parachuting
alternative 18
Government accreditation together with a flexible
important.
tailored approach without the heavy ongoing compliance burden.

Parachute
Industry Association (PIA)
In addition to this, as a result of the airspace issue that confronted

18

the parachuting industry late 2013, and in order for the APF to
International
Parachuting Commission (IPC) /
ensure that similar situations do not re-occur, the Board decided
Federation
Internationale
(FAI)
that a Aeronautique
proactive approach toward
the issue of airspace
access was
needed, and the Aviation Committee was formed. The strategic
objective of the group is ?Equity of Access to Airspace for APF
Parachuting Operations?, with various leading aviation expert
industry stakeholders invited to join, resulting in a group that is
representative of most council areas in Australia. The committee
will meet when necessary throughout the year.

4.3 ConFederat ion of Aust ral ian Sport
(CAS) 18
The APF is a member of Australia?s peak sport industry lobby
group. CAS was established in 1976 to advance the interests of the
Australian sports community and to give the industry a united voice
in discussions and negotiations with governments and key
stakeholders.

4.4 Civil Aviat ion Safety Aut hority
(CASA)

The CEO, Safety and Training Manager and National Aviation
Officer work closely with Airservices in order to resolve airspace
concerns and improve communication channels. As congested
airspace issues increase, the APF will need to continue to focus
considerable resources toward this end, as it remains vigilant in its
support of affected members and member organisations.

The Australian Parachute Federation has, by Instrument issued
under Civil Aviation Regulation 152, been given authority to
conduct parachute operations in Australia in accordance with its
Operational Regulations. In January 2015, Instrument 239/13 was
replaced by current CASA Instrument 09/15.

Furthermore, in 2015 the APF and Airservices Australia entered
into a formal Memorandum of Understanding (MOU). The MOU
has seen the relationship between the two organisations grow and
become more effective than ever before.

4.2 Aust ral ian Sport s Commission (ASC)
4.2.1 APF as a National Sporting Organisation
Whilst the ASC discontinued its Elite Athlete Development funding
to the APF some years ago, the APF remains the recognised
National Sporting Organisation for parachuting and retains access
to a number of ASC services and facilities. In return for recognition,
the APF agrees to implement certain policies and acknowledge
ASC support. APF is required to commit to a Member Protection
Policy, have a Risk Management policy, and implement a
Commonwealth Government compliant anti-doping policy. The
APF continues to rally for funding to support our elite athletes.

The APF has a Deed of Agreement (DoA) with CASA, whereby the
APF has agreed to carry out functions relating to the setting and
monitoring of parachuting standards for which CASA provides
financial assistance to the APF. The APF has also agreed to
perform certain other functions as requested by CASA, with no
financial assistance.
The APF enjoys a productive working relationship with CASA, who
recognises APF as being the industry expert best able to manage
and govern its own affairs. Financial assistance from CASA for the
2015/2016 period was $125,680.69 (GST inc.). This level of
assistance remains well short of the cost of performing these
functions which is estimated at being well over $600,000 per
annum.

4.2.2 National Coaching Accreditation Scheme
(NCAS) and National Officiating Accreditation
Scheme (NOAS)
During 2015, the Australian Sports Commission (ASC) completely
revised its approach to the NCAS and NOAS. This term
?Coaching? covers all levels of sporting teachers, instructors and
coaches, with the schemes being based on approved training and
development frameworks for all participants. The ASC?s new
approach offers National Sporting Organisations (NSO) a
highly-flexible nationally-recognised option tailored by each sport
for its own needs (as opposed to the old scheme where sports
coaches were forced into the scheme?s rigid 3 levels). Many NSOs
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PA RT FI V E

5.1 Aust ral ian Parachut e Team
Advancement Company Trust

5.6 Parachut e Indust ry Associat ion
(PIA)

5.1.1 TEAM TRUST

APF is a member of PIA, with a PIA delegate appointed each year
who maintains correspondence with PIA and reports on matters of
interest, and who also attends and represents APF at the PIA
Symposium held every biennium. The PIA Delegate for 2015 was
Brett Newman and the alternate Delegate was Jo Chitty.

PA RT SI X

5.7 Int ernat ional Parachut ing
Commission (IPC) / Federat ion
Aeronaut ique Int ernat ional e (FIA)

NAT I ONA L SA FET Y

Australian Parachute Team Advancement Company (APTAC) has
a perpetual trust whereby donations received are invested in a
diversified range of managed investments. As at December 31st,
2015, market value of APTAC investments and holdings for the
Team Trust Fund is $1,610,020.29. Each year APTAC
Directors/Trustees review the Trust?s performance and make
distribution to APF for Australian Parachute Team training and
coaching, as per APF?s Performance Based Funding guidelines.

5.1.2 PHIL HINDLEY DEVELOPMENT FUND
In 2011 APTAC entered an agreement with APF for the
establishment of the ?Project Development Fund?for distribution of
APF funds to be held in Trust. In recognition of the bequest from
Phil Hindley, at the December 2014 Board Meeting it was moved
that the fund be renamed the Phil Hindley Development Fund. The
Trust Fund?s purpose is funding projects approved by the APF
Board. As at December 31st, 2015, market value of APTAC
investments and holdings for the Project Development Fund is
$1,485,860.52.

5.2 Aust ral ian Skydiving Magazine
APF has a contract with Susie McLaughlan to produce the
Australian Skydiving Magazine (ASM) for a term of 2x2x2 years
from April 2012, for provision of 5 issues per annum. ASM
provides a platform for APF to promote and disseminate
information to APF members and continues to enjoy a high level of
membership approval.

5.3 Air Sport Aust ral ia ConFederat ion
(ASAC)
APF is a member of ASAC which was formed in 1989. In 1990
ASAC joined the Federation Aeronautique Internationale (FAI), the
world governing body of sport aviation. ASAC is Australia's official
sport aviation representative body. ASAC is particularly active in
relation to issues relating to CASA, AirServices and other Sport
Aviation Organisations. The APF Chair of the Board and CEO are
APF?s Delegates to ASAC.

5.4 Lander and Rogers
The APF Board has found that the arrangement with the ?Sport
Specialist?law firm Lander & Rogers is still working well and they
have been retained for another year. The past year saw APF
receive advice in relation to disciplinary matters, liability claims,
policies, contracts and corporate governance. Although other legal
services are utilised, Lander & Rogers remain as APF?s primary
Law Firm.

All FAI Parachuting international championships, competitions and
record activities are conducted under the direction of the FAI
Parachuting Commission (IPC). Each FAI Member Country may
appoint a Delegate with the right to vote at the Plenary Meeting. An
Alternate Delegate may also be appointed in case the Delegate is
unable to carry out their duties.

Safety Management and Compliance

20

Standard Functions

20

Safety Management System
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At the annual IPC Plenary meeting each January, the Delegates
consider competition bids and changes to the rules on proficiency,
records and competitions. Retired APF National Judging Officer
Lindy Rochow-Williams, was replaced as the APF IPC Delegate in
November 2015 by incumbent NJO Gail Bradley. Mark Szulmayer
continued in the role as IPC Alternate Delegate.

Disciplinary Matters
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Safety Promotion and Communications
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Service Functions
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The APF Sporting Code is based on the rules set by the IPC. Rule
changes made at IPC level can directly affect a range of things,
including the dive-pool, the number of rounds or exit altitudes.
Subcommittees are set up by the IPC. They have specific terms of
reference for their work and responsibilities. One of these
committees is the Technical & Safety Committee, which each year
produces an international Safety Report. This report is produced
from data collected through a Safety Survey that each parachuting
country affiliated with the IPC, is asked to complete. The APF Office
has been participating in preparing APF data for this annual survey
since 1988.
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The APF Office has also contributed in the past to a number of ad
hoc surveys conducted by the Technical Committee of the IPC, on
subjects such as Parachute Equipment Life, Diabetes, AADs etc. In
2015 the APF Office prepared a response to their survey seeking
information on developments that might be taking place in the area
of Aviation Authority oversight in parachuting operations.

5.5 Parachut ing Prot ect ion Company
(PPC)
PPC owns property at Lots 210 and 211, 2994 Logan Road
Underwood Queensland, and leases this property to APF.
The Trust is expected to make distributions from time to time to
assist the APF to meet its objectives. Under a Memorandum of
Agreement the Trust also holds the APF?s insurance front-end
aggregate deductible and has guaranteed payments of APF
liabilities incurred under these provisions.

Australian Parachute Federation
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Many airsports come under the umbrella of the FAI. Each of these
airsports is governed by an air sports commission and parachuting
is the IPC.
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6.1 Safety Management and
Compl iance
In 2015, APF parachuting safety was monitored by a designated Drop
Zone Safety Officer (DZSO) at affiliated clubs and by an Area Safety
Officer (ASO) for each Parachute Council Area.
The APF office maintains an incident reporting system, whereby all
incidents are documented, usually electronically, on an incident
notification form, and then forwarded to both the Area Safety Officer
and the APF Technical Manager. Incident notifications are recorded in
a database by type, with reports produced that assist in identifying
trends and developing
safety education material.
Compliance is mainly
achieved through
membership education
initiatives and a peer
pressure system supported
by the concept of collective
responsibility through the
nominated Drop Zone
Safety Officer, and the
Chief Instructor of training
organisations. In addition,
the APF Constitution
provides the authority for
dealing with complaints and
rule breaches, including breaches of the APF Code of Ethics as well
as operational transgressions. Any breaches are treated seriously
and sanctions can be immediately imposed, with automatic reviews of
more serious breaches under the APF disciplinary system. Several
types of media publications, including Australian Skydiver Magazine,
Aircraft eNews, email broadcasts and the APF web site
(www.apf.com.au), are used to educate members on regulations,
regulatory requirements and procedures and member?s
responsibilities under them.

Alternatively, members may use the Notice of Proposed Rule Making
(NPRM) to suggest change.

6.5.2 Club/Council APF Communications

6.7.2 Single Point Restraints (SPR)

The APF regularly liaises with and advises CASA on relevant issues,
through attendance at meetings with CASA, and through
correspondence on various matters throughout the year. This is
greatly assisted by CASA who provide an easy and direct contact
access to the respective offices within CASA, a situation that the
APF is pleased to acknowledge to its membership. This relationship
provides a great level of confidence and greatly assists the passage
of information between our respective organisations.

The APF?s active communications program with clubs and councils
again proved to be very effective, with the CEO meeting with a
number of Chief Instructors and attending various council meetings
throughout the year. This program began in 2013 and allows the
APF to provide information, correct misconceptions, receive
feedback both positive and negative, and gives stakeholders a
forum and a voice thus encouraging and facilitating a more open
two-way flow of communication between all parties. It is intended
that this level of communication becomes simply ?standard APF
operating procedure'.

A new version of single point restraints has been designed to
enhance safety and overcome what are seen to be shortcomings
of the previous approved design. The new G025 SPR is:

With all accidents, the investigation attends to issues such as
adherence to standards. Preventative
measures are taken by relaying findings of
past accidents to the membership in order
to reinforce why those standards are in
place and the importance of
acknowledging and abiding by them.

6.3 Safety Management
Syst em
6.3.1 APF Organisational SMS
This comprehensive document has been
implemented and is the overall safety
management policy document.

6.3.2 Club Operational SMS
This template document has been prepared based on the 8 volumes
of CASA information to produce a concise 17 page Club SMS
template. This has been been adapted by most CI?s for club use.
The APF ran workshops in Parachute Council regions with very
strong attendance by CI?s. Remaining states will be covered by end
March and a final workshop is planned for May during the APF
Symposium.

The Area Safety Officer and Area Instructor Examiner for each
Council area were actively involved in supporting the various affiliated
clubs who in turn assist in overseeing the membership. Annual club
audits were conducted by the ASO, thus providing the necessary
reassurance that activities were being conducted in accordance with
the regulations, and further ensuring a useful forum for reviewing club
activities and procedures. ASO, AIE and DRE positions have been
consolidated into one position, that of the Safety and Training Officer.

The third and final phase of the launch is to encourage further real
participation and to ensure DZ?s are using the SMS as a living
document. We plan to have add-on modules that will be published
several times per year so as to maintain the momentum.
All but a handful of operators, are expected to have their Club SMS
operational by 30th June 2016. We hope this SMS proactive
approach rather than reactive approach, will reduce the chance of
incidents and injuries.

Visiting parachutists can be inducted into the Australian system either
prior to their visit, by accessing material on the APF website, or
visitors can also be inducted at the local drop zone level upon arrival.
The APF actively liaises with the International Parachute Commission
of the FAI and with other sporting bodies and offices of overseas
associations.

6.4 Discipl inary Matt ers

6.2 St andard Funct ions

6.5 Safety Promot ion and
Communicat ions

There were 4 disciplinary matters heard during 2015 in South
Queensland, NSW, South Australia and Victoria.

The setting of standards for parachutists, parachute instructors,
riggers and packers is achieved at the APF Annual Conference,
where National Officers raise items for review and recommend
changes as appropriate. In addition each National Officer has an
expert team to work with, who participate in various surveys and
questionnaires throughout the year, as well as disseminating advice
and articles as the need arises. The National Officers assist in the
preparation of material for the Annual Conference. The Conference
may recommend improvements to the existing standards or draft new
or replacement standards for approval by the Technical and Safety
Committee or APF Board.

Australian Parachute Federation
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All serious incidents and accidents are reviewed as to causal and
contributing factors, in order to establish possible trends that can be
addressed through improved training or education programs.
In the case of fatal accidents, reports were prepared by APF Safety
Investigators. In the interests of safety, a Statement of Fact is
prepared and circulated in the interim by the APF Office.
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Easier to locate, attach, remove and stow when already
seated in the aircraft
Of fixed length to reduce throw forward or rearward travel
in an emergency
Design better aligns with aviation industry requirements for
passenger restraint.

In July 2015, the Board determined all existing and new SPR's
purchased after 1 January 2016 must be manufactured to the
new SPR G025 standard. As stated in APF Service Bulletin
060307-C, full implementation date for CASA approved SPR
G025 is 1 January, 2017.

6.6 Service Funct ions
On behalf of CASA, and for its own purposes, the APF administers
certification and rating systems for parachutists, displays, instructors
and parachute riggers and packers, with the APF utilising a member
database for this function. This database is continually being
upgraded to ensure the highest standards of services to members
and member organisations. The membership look-up function can
be accessed through a secure facility on the APF website with a
surname and a D.O.B, allowing checks at a local level including
licence currency, qualifications and appointments held, etc., all
without documentation. The look-up function is also used to support
the instructor rating and renewal process, including pilots?medical
particulars with regular automated reports being generated in order
to identify renewal dates.

The Board offered a 50% rebate for each G025 Single Point
Restraint purchased by an APF operator prior to 1 January 2017.

6.7.3 Operational Regulations Review
Significant changes were made to the regulations during 2015.
Many of these flowed from the APF?s move from an incorporated
body to a Company Limited by Guarantee. The 2014 separation
of the Operations Regulations (OR) from subsidiary Regulatory
Schedules (RS) facilitated further development of
process-oriented regulatory content without the need for direct
CASA approval. Updated Schedules were issued in January and
October 2015 and Operations Regulations in October. Following
the new Constitution, the key change was the release of RS 57
Organisational Structure and Accountabilities, and RS 58 Club
Regulations and Applications. RS 54 Chief Instructor Application
and Appointment was significantly improved.

In addition, the APF maintains a rigorous appointment system for
Chief Instructors, Instructor Examiners, Rigger Examiners and
Display Rating Examiners. In 2015, each appointment required the
approval of the relevant Area Council, and in the case of Chief
Instructors, a rigorous peer review system overseen by the National
Training Officer and administered by the APF Office.
As defined in Regulatory Schedule 57, effective October 2015, a
more streamlined regulatory structure has been introduced providing
clearer lines of authority and accountability with key volunteer
regulatory positions becoming the responsibility of the APF. Area
Safety Officers (ASO), Area Instructor Examiners (AIE), and Display
Rating Examiners (DRE), previously appointed in each council area,
have now been consolidated into one positon, that of Safety and
Training Officers (STO). Three part-time permanent STO?s are
appointed nationally with their appointment, training and
remuneration being the responsibility of the APF.

Other changes included an increase in minimum parachute open
heights and multiple title changes for APF roles consistent with
RS 57.
Towards the end of 2015, work began on the next release of the
regulations and a revised Training Operations Manual (TOM).
These will incorporate Instructor-Assisted Deployment (IAD) as
an alternative to static-line deployment in a renamed ?Solo
Freefall? training table. Duplication of content between the
regulations, TOM and some training manuals is also being
removed.

6.7 Training

6.7.4 Discipline and Demerit Points Scheme

6.7.1 Manual and Exam Updates
A new draft Misconduct Procedures Manual that included a
demerit points scheme was not ready for the release of the new
Constitution in July 2015. Section 19 Misconduct of the previous
Constitution was reproduced as a simple Misconduct Procedures
Manual to apply from July 2015. This Manual remains in place
until the new (version 2) draft document can be finalised, which is
expected to occur in the first half of 2016. In addition to the
penalty points scheme, the new draft proposes simplified review
and appeals processes.

With the completion of the rewrite of the Operational Regulations,
many changes to processes and procedures have occurred, which
will take some time for members to become acquainted with. These
changes have also meant all APF manuals and exams required
updating.
The Board requested the Coach Assessment and Appointment
process and manual be simplified. These were changed from a
Chief Instructor focus to a trainee coach focus. The mandatory
manual was reissued as a guide in December 2015 with feedback
from Chief Instructors has been very positive.

6.5.1 Safety Promotion
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6.7.5 Policy Development
APF?s Privacy Policy was updated in August 2015 to ensure full
compliance with Australian Privacy laws. A review also began on
APF?s Member Protection Policy, which incorporates multiple
position statements on various policy areas. The policy topics
and procedures, such as complaints and discipline, will be
considered separately and in conjunction with work being
undertaken on the new Misconduct Procedures Manual.

Other key 2015 training material updates included: the Accelerated
Freefall Training Guide, the Parachute Instructor Manual (PIM),
Examiners Manual, APF Procedures Manual, development of the
APF and club SMS documents, as well as exams for revalidating
instructors, AFF endorsement and Packers A and B.

Australian Parachute Federation
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This review will also consider how APF policies in general are
communicated and implemented as part of our regulatory
framework.

Collaborating with already established RTO appears to be a better
option, and for VET to be only one component of a more
comprehensive solution to APF?s training needs.

6.7.6 Instructor/Pilot Revalidation

In December, a discussion paper was submitted to the Board by the
Operations Manager outlining an alternative solution ? a Learning
and Development Framework, incorporating an online LMS or
Learning Management System, and for the framework to be
registered with the Australian Sports Commission (ASC). This is
expected to be further considered as a project proposal in 2016.

A new online instructor revalidation concept has been developed.
There are fewer questions that refer to new and updated Op Regs.
The exam is online and requires a 95% pass rate. This also moves
from an outdated memory-based exam to an open-book exam and
will encourage applicants to search APF regulations to find the latest
information.

6.9 APF Office
6.9.1 Library/Museum

6.7.11 Tunnel/AFF Training Syllabus

In the future, the APF will be able to provide revalidation by way of
continuous professional development (CPD) rather than a written
exam, with participation in APF related volunteer work, Conference
and Symposium attendance and workshops etc., to count towards
revalidation.

The APF has approved the trialling of a Tunnel/AFF training syllabus.
This trial is to leverage off the tunnel and enable students to
pre-learn basic skills in the tunnel followed by a reduced AFF table.
(One instructor and only 6 stages) This is on trial until a review at the
next APF conference.

Currency requirements remain unchanged and the traditional
method of online or written exam may remain available to those who
cannot meet the CPD requirements, or those who have let their
ratings lapse.

6.7.12 CASA Radio Operators Course

6.7.7 Display Ratings
Display Organiser assessment material was reviewed and updated
and implemented early 2015.

Two prominent APF clubs trialled IAD under a special supplement
added to their Training Operations Manuals (TOM). At the 2015
Technical Conference, the 2 organisations presented the statistics
and results from the trial where a decision was made on IAD being
approved for use Australia-wide.

As new Life Members, the APF welcomes:

6.8.1 Area Safety Officer Training - Safety and Lead
Auditors Course
The APF has committed to providing relevant training for all Safety
and Training Officers (STO) and selected Area Aviation Officers,
including organising and funding their participation in a Safety and
Lead Auditors Course, which was held in 2015. This course
included competencies which count toward a Certificate IV in Work,
Health and Safety which is an added bonus for these
representatives.

6.7.9 Aircraft Accident Investigation
In 2015, three APF officers completed the ATSB Aircraft Accident
Investigation course in Canberra. Despite having an aircraft focus,
this is a great opportunity to train our people in best practice as well
as network with other investigators and Police.

APF would also consider supporting any STO who commits to further
personal development by completing the remainder of the Certificate
IV requirements. APF also ran a Certificate IV in Workplace Health
& Safety for ASO?s which will assist us with the gradual involvement
of state government Worksafe departments as well as providing a
solid base for the introduction of the Safety Management System
(SMS).

6.7.10 Cert III in Skydiving and Parachuting
Instruction, Vocational Education and Training (VET)
sector
Following accreditation of the Cert III in Skydiving and Parachuting
Instruction, work progressed on Stage 3?s development of
training/assessment materials and RTO systems and processes.
Hurdles were identified that involved significant policy development
and administrative burden. This significant additional burden on
both the APF Office and those few APF training organisations who
choose to be involved was contrary to the Board?s requirements to
remove red tape.

6.8.2 Organisational Structure
RS 57 was introduced on 1st October 2015 which updated the APF
organisational structure with more business style reporting lines.
Further revisions occurred early 2016.
Area Safety Officers (ASO), Area Instructor Examiners (AIE), and
Display Rating Examiners (DRE), previously appointed in each
council area, have now been consolidated into one positon, that of
Safety and Training Officers (STO).

Following meetings between APF management and VET industry
experts, the decision was made to recommend the project be put on
hold. The development of our Cert III and other course material
however, remains beneficial regardless of our future direction.
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The display cabinet proudly exhibits equipment used through the
ages, trophies and much more paraphernalia kindly donated by APF
members.

6.7.13 CASA Audit of APF

The APF recognises that in order for important safety oversight
representatives to carry out their duties in accordance with expected
standards, and the regulations, and with the required levels of
competence and effectiveness, they must be trained appropriately.

It is interesting to note, that within 18 months of the approval of IAD
in Canada, virtually all operators decided to change to IAD. Later
consideration will be given to whether a new IAD instructor
endorsement will be required to differentiate IAD from traditional
static-line endorsed instructors.

Magazines were grouped into bound volumes, issues of ASM and
Rambling On preserved into hardcover books for future generations to
relish.

6.10 Life Members

6.8 Nat ional Oversight

The Instructor-Assisted Deployment trial is concluding and
regulatory changes to allow this to be rolled out is under final review
by CASA and the APF Board.

With the refurbishment having been completed and the library
populated with memorabilia, 2015 saw the digitsing of all documents
into a database for electronic referencing.

In 2015, APF submitted a proposal to CASA which would allow each
CI to run a radio operators course for Ground Control Assistants
(GCA). This would be subject to the GCA only broadcasting on the
sport aviation frequency (119.2 Mhz). We will advise the outcome as
soon as CASA makes a ruling.

CASA audited APF?s systems in November 2015. This was a 5 day
audit and included a DZ audit. Two extremely minor
non-compliances were detected which were both rectified promptly.
Overall feedback from the Auditors was very positive.

6.7.8 Instructor-Assisted Deployment (IAD)

Australian Parachute Federation

Three part-time permanent STO?s are appointed nationally with their
appointment, training and remuneration being the responsibility of the
APF. Volunteers continue to make a valuable contribution in many
areas and will be maintained as long as they are suitably qualified and
willing to carry out increasing responsibilities.
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The following Chief Instructor appointments were approved in 2015:
Appointed
Kobi Bokay
Alan Moss
Craig Trimble
Roger Mulckey
Glenn Stutt
Kenton McLeod
Leandro Magno
Steve Lewis
David Cicciarelli
Joe Stein
Tibor Glesk
Bryan Young
Wayne McLachlan
Jonny Goss
Toby Turner
Cindi Hemmila
Max Motzo

Club Name
Date
Adrenalin Skydive
07/05/2015
Altitude Skydive Mission Beach 11/11/2015
Commando Skydivers Inc.
01/02/2015
Funny Farm
21/11/2015
Geronimo Rottnest
06/11/2015
Newcastle Sport Parachute Club 20/11/2015
Skydive Airlie Beach
20/03/2015
Skydive Airlie Beach
29/12/2015
Skydive Australia - WA
12/10/2015
Skydive Byron Bay
21/10/2015
Skydive Caboolture
01/01/2015
Skydive Mudgee
14/02/2015
Skydive Ramblers Sunshine Coast 30/09/2015
Skydive the Whitsundays
30/04/2015
Skydive Townsville
11/11/2015
Sydney Skydivers
14/03/2015
Skydive the Beach & Beyond Newcastle 27/04/2015

6.14 New Cl oud Manual Aut horisat ions
Issued under APF RS 60
Date
24/09/2015

Paul Beahan
Benjamin Cuttler
Oliver Fong
Nathan Potter
Natalie Stockton
Scott Paterson, and
Julia McConnel

23/10/2015

Council Club
APF Authorisation No.
VTPC Skydive the Beach & Beyond Melbourne
APF RS 60 - 01/2015
NQPC Skydive Cairns APF RS 60 - 02/2015

6.15 Cl ub Audit s and Risk Assessment s

In 2015 there were 247 life members.

6.11 Member Organisat ions
During 2015, area Councils approved 3 new training organisations on
the following dates:
Member Organisation
Altitude Skydive Mission Beach
Geronimo Rottnest
Skydive the Beach and Beyond
- Newcastle

6.12 Chief Inst ruct or Appoint ment s

Date
01/10/2015
02/11/2015
13/05/2015

During 2015, responsibility for day-to-day audit compliance was
moved from Operations to the Safety and Compliance Officer. Our
audit program is maturing and included the introduction of iAuditor as
a tablet based and an on-line tool. The audits are still a compliance
based audit but will start to move towards a system based audit.
In the last 12 months, audit scheduling has also changed: from
calendar year to membership year (1-July to 30-June). Whilst this
transition means that audits completed for 2015-16 cover only half the
Annual Report cycle, we can report that for the half year to end of
2015, 69% of club audits had been completed.

6.16 Parachut e Displ ays

There was 1 non-training organisations approved by area Councils in
2015.

There were 379 display notifications lodged in 2015 compared to 385
in 2014, a decrease of 1.56%.

Member Organisation
Mackay Skydive

6.17 Manual s and Publ icat ions

Date
505/08/2015

Club Memberships that have not renewed for 2015/2016 membership
year are:
Training
Non-Training
Mackay Parachute Centre
Ayrsports Incorporated
Skydive Broome
Skydive Canberra
Skydive Caboolture
Ripcord Skydivers Association
Skydive Coffs Harbour
Western Districts Parachute Club
Skydive the Beach Byron Bay Wickham Skydivers Inc.
Simply Skydive - Penrith Lakes
Skydiving Centre

Australian Parachute Federation

A full listing of all APF manuals and publications can be found on the
APF website, with most being available for download.
http://www.apf.com.au

6.18 Communicat ions
6.18.1 Australian Skydiving Magazine
APF also produces regular safety promotion articles for Australian
Skydive Magazine which goes to all licensed and renewed members.
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In addition, Council?s safety and canopy handling seminars are
supported at National and Council level. These programs are
reviewed at the Annual Conference as to their effectiveness and the
means by which the organisation can improve the message of safety
to its membership.

Facebook, YouTube and LinkedIn
Social media is being utilised in businesses and organisations as a
key communication strategy more and more often and in keeping with
this trend the APF has continued to manage an APF Facebook page,
which has focused on day-to-day updates along with the addition of
images and videos. In gauging the size of the APF?s social media
footprint, at the end of 2014 the APF Facebook page had less than
2000 ?Likes?. With a concentrated effort throughout 2015 this profile
has continued to improve with the APF Facebook Page now able to
boast 3200 likes, which significantly increases its reach. The Social
Media vehicle plays an integral role in helping APF achieve the
strategic goal of achieving real growth in skydiving participation in
Australia. YouTube is another great channel for reaching significant
numbers including those outside the skydiving industry. At the end of
2014, the APF Skydiver YouTube channel had 1200 subscribers with
just 2500 views; however by the end of 2015 it had trebled to 3600
subscribers with the 87 videos generating over 403,000 views. This
growth is attributed largely to the popular APF initiative, the ?Cut
Away? series.

6.18.2 e-Engagement
In addition to the Australian Skydiver Magazine, the APF uses
multiple electronic platforms as communication channels to engage
with our members, other stakeholders and interested parties. These
provide easy and effective mechanisms for keeping members
informed and a feedback mechanism direct to the APF Office.
Skydiver E-News and Broadcast
The APF Office distributes a fortnightly web-based newsletter, the
Skydiver E-News, as a means of expedient communication with
members, sharing safety updates and information as it comes to
hand. The distribution list includes all general membership/
subscribers, Jump Pilots, and Clubs and Councils. During 2015,
?Skydiver E-News?was circulated as a fortnightly email to a list of over
4,000 members and other subscribers. Whilst the information that is
distributed is important and relevant, the APF regularly monitors
statistics in relation to how many members actually open and read the
E-News with the average ?open rate?in 2015 at just 50%. APF
Broadcasts are used for special releases covering key issues in a
more focused message, particularly issues relating to safety.

The APF also established a LinkedIn company page, ?Australian
Parachute Federation Ltd.?, which is a business-oriented social
networking service. Whilst only having a small presence during 2015,
it is important that the LinkedIn platform is maintained as another
professional networking tool.
APF Social Media Project
A series of videos were produced, showcasing AFF as a way that
people could learn to skydive and debunking the public perception
that you must do a tandem skydive first.

Typically broadcast 'open rates' are higher with messages to the
smaller lists (Pilots, Clubs and Councils) with the rate at close to
100%. In 2016 the APF will focus strongly on improving statistics,
encouraging greater member interaction and continuing to provide
information that is relevant and of interest to the reader.

The videos placed across all APF social media platforms reached an
audience of over 160,000 people of which 85% were estimated to be
new visitors to APF Social Media. The AFF project is estimated to
have a media value of $50,000+. AFF students in 2015 increased by
34.87% from 2104. Further projects to increase student up-take
revolve around the APF tactic to create a media footprint. The APF is
dedicated to increasing exposure of the sport within the general public
and corporate sectors. Media is often mistakenly perceived as a news
story, however the APF is determined to go beyond this and provide
mainstream media with exciting, colourful and character-driven stories
that promote the forgotten ?sport? of skydiving!

On an as-necessary basis, relevant electronic broadcasts are
provided to target groups such as Pilots, Chief Instructors, Clubs,
Riggers and Packers, etc.
APF Website www.apf.com.au
Throughout 2015, numerous updates and improvements have been
applied to the APF?s website, including important back-end upgrades,
in order to improve its look and feel and functionality. A second
dot.COM.au site was developed to attract newcomers into the sport.
In 2016, both sites will be merged into dot.COM.au

Always a common annual trend ? The Malfunctions & Deployment Problem categories tend to be the most prevalently notified incident types 325 (47%). 301 (93%) of these resulted in cutaways. Approximately a quarter of the cutaways were identified in part or wholly to packing issues.
Statistics
Incident notifications are submitted by member clubs. Rigging Reports are submitted by Riggers/Packer As. These statistics are combined with
overall member statistics and collated by the APF to assist in determining early signs of trends that may affect safety. The data collected is not
used individually; however it can be used to assess variations by council areas, disciplines or equipment types.

6.19.2 Fatalities
There were four parachuting fatalities in 2015.

6.19.3 Statistical Averages to 2015 (inclusive)
Numbers of fatalities in Australia are deemed too small to derive meaningful statistical data on which causes and trends can be derived. Cause
and trend determination is best done by individual case examination.

6.19.4 Reporting
Over the last 10 years*,
-

An average of just over two fatalities per year (actual 2.2) remains consistent.
This figure mainly comes from the ranks of skydivers with a Sporting License (Cert C+).
23% (5) were Students/Novices.

* Last 10 years data is commonly used for media and reporting purposes.

6.19 Incident Report ing
6.19.1 Overview for 2015 Calendar Year
Except where mentioned, the following figures are gained on the whole from data entered for the 2015 Calendar year. At the time of preparing
this report, a total of 686 incidents were submitted to the APF office for 2015 (696 the previous year): i.e. a drop of 1.4% in total reported
incidents.

6.19.5 Student Injuries

Note: Serious injuries include broken bones, multiple injuries, fractured vertebrae and dislocated joints. Students (36) and novices (3) accounted
for 54% of the total of serious injuries (54% in 2014).
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SPORT
DEV EL OPM ENT
6.19.6 Injuries to Licensed Members

In 2015, 38% of the injuries that occurred to Sporting Licensed members were described as Serious Injury, a 15% decrease from 2014.

PA RT SEV EN
Fiona McEachern Development Fund (SDF)

28

Programs and Projects

28

Women In Adventure Sport Program

28
In 2015, APF members reported 72 skydiving serious injuries out of
28 jumps. That?s approximately 2 serious injuries per
roughly 360,131
10,000 skydives. This was a drop from 2.7/10,000 jumps in 2014.
These safety29
records stand as a testament to decades of strict safety
standards, training policies and programs, as well as improvements in
29
skydiving equipment over the years. Skydiving involves inherent risks,
but most skydiving accidents result from human error. With proper
preparation and
29good judgment, skydivers can minimize those risks.
Thanks to safer equipment, better training and the staff at more than 70
active APF-affiliated member organisations across the country,
skydiving continues to become safer.

James LaBarrie Tour of Australia
E League
Split Team Strategy
The Future of Representing Australia

6.19.7 Reserve Activations
NOTE: The following figures are taken from the incident database, not the figures claimed from annual renewals.

6.19.8 Statistics Collected from Membership Renewals
(year ending 30th June)
Below are figures collected from the Annual Membership Renewal forms that relate to the Membership year. While they do not include
statistics from non-renewing members, they still provide a reasonable indication of annual activity, including cutaways.
The number of jumps recorded does not represent the year?s activity as members who do not renew are excluded from the total. Their data
cannot be collected.
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7.1 Fiona McEachern Devel opment Fund

However, kicking off 2015 and recognising challenges presented from
2014, the APF Office focussed early on increasing student uptake.
The Social Media AFF campaign was designed to elevate student
numbers across our training organisations.

The Fiona McEachern Sport Development Fund referred to herein as
the SDF, continues to be an important source of funding for skydiving
events across Australia in combination with State Parachute Council
contributions.

7.3 Women In Advent ure Sport
Program

In 2015, there was a noteworthy increase in Level 3 funding
applications. The events funded at that level are held to high account
and each event funded, delivered great results. Attracting media
attention outside the skydiving industry and providing relevant learning
opportunities to our skydivers and coaches was a focal point and main
condition for funding at that level. There were many record attempts in
2015 that contributed to the increase in Level 3 funding. This of course
could not happen without the ever-increasing input from the Funding
Committee. Thank you Kelly Brennan, Mark Szulmayer, Craig Bennett,
Jason Cooke, Alan Deadman and Peta Holmes. The APF also gives
special thanks to Jason Cooke for his enthusiastic service to the
Funding Committee. Importantly, a special thank you to the
all-important volunteers that organise these events.

Skydiving is one of those extreme sports where women can hold their
own against their male counterparts with female skydivers proving to
be fierce competitors,
talented coaches, and
empathetic competent
instructors. The APF
recognises that Women in
Skydiving play an important
part in the overall APF
strategic plan. It is an area
that needs nurture and
support in order to increase
numbers. Nearly 40% of first
time jumpers are female, yet
level of APF sporting licenses
for women has remained around 14%. The Women in Adventure
Sport program aims to increase this number by providing support for
female skydivers as they enter the world of jumping. Mentors have
guided new members and advised on gear, down-sizing canopies,
competition and much more. The WIAS program was implemented in
2014. Its mission is to provide support and opportunities for women in
skydiving and to encourage participation and retention. However, the
program has a capacity to go beyond this mission. Research tells us
that new members can be overwhelmed with information and find it
difficult to find the relevant information they need. Mentors play a
pivotal role in the support and retention of females in skydiving. The
WIAS program will be expanded in 2016, with great potential for
sponsorship. It is planned that any sponsorship will provide a means
to promote the program at DZs. It will also give us capital to aid
mentors with scholarships for upskilling programs such seminars and
workshops. In 2015, 25% of APF members were involved in the WIAS
program.

FUNDING OUTLAY
In 2015 the APF continued to support worthwhile member initiatives by
approving funding for 99% of applications. A breakdown consists of:
-

Level 1 - $46,195.00
Level 2 - $35,804.00
Level 3 - $123,000.00
Total - $204,999.00 (up from $130,927.00 in 2014)

Events funded per State (Level 1 and 2 only):
-

NSWPC - $20,045.00
VTPC - $20,779.00
SQPC - $14,620.00
NQPC - $8,600.00
WAPC - $10,315.00
SAPC - $6540.00
NTPC - $1,100.00

7.2 Programs and Project s

7.7 The Fut ure of Represent ing
Aust ral ia

James was well received by the DZs, who all approached this
opportunity with an open mind, listening and taking on good feedback
to enhance the customer experience. Feedback to the APF from
participating DZs has been positive with reports that the advice
James provided was insightful, helpful and relevant. It is planned that
James will return in the near future to tour the remaining DZs that
missed out on the first tour. With student growth comes the need for
retention programs and the biggest feedback through surveys offered
by the APF to new skydivers, is the need to improve the development
of new skydivers. Providing pathways that offer skill improvement
opportunities has become a common feedback thread amongst
student and novice skydivers.

At the other end of the ladder, we also have a commitment to our
current representatives and also to the teams identified as potential
World Podium finishers. In 2015, the APF provided funding to
support the training of recognised teams across several disciplines.
Based on history, future plans and current standings, teams Focus
(VFS), Bellatrix (4-way FS) and John Rumbo (FF) were identified as
emerging champions that could perform exceptionally well on the
world stage. Each of these teams were given financial support for
coaching. By not throwing money at training jumps, the APF saw
benefit in bringing each teams' chosen coach over to Australia for a
camp. However, as a sponsor, the APF expected a return on
investment. This would come in two ways:

7.5 E-League
The E-League has been successful in offering intermediate skydivers
a chance to progress their abilities in the core skills of skydiving.
Experienced coaches were engaged in this project so that
intermediate skydivers could learn and grow their knowledge of
competition. A total of 13 teams entered the E-League with
representation from all states and territories. Moving forward to 2016,
the E-League will include a novice E-League for 3 way Formation
Skydiving. A Canopy Formation E-League has also been developed,
driven solely by volunteer member, Martin Letch.

1.
2.

Teams and coaches would make themselves available to
the wider skydiving community by running a camp and
Teams must compete at State, National and if selected,
World Cups and Championships.

The Steve Hamilton (Bellatrix) camp, was extended to 30
participants and comprised 27 team jumps. Bellatrix members were
selected for each team and Hamilton provided expert ground
coaching. The Focus camp ran over 5 days with Steph Strange, a
member of champion team SDC Core. Focus took full advantage of
this camp and the general skydiving community benefitted with two
full days of expert coaching. The John Rumbo camps have run over
2015 and 2016 with the team at Byron Bay during the writing of this
report. Rumbo has trained with Gregor Van Den Eynden from Team
Babylon and a full report on the camps will be available by
contacting the development office. 2016 and beyond looks very
exciting across all platforms of skydiving in Australia: in competition,
sporting licence growth and retention, instructor recruitment and
development, judge recruitment and development and our ability to
capture that elusive sponsor.

The volunteer involvement continues to be the under-pinning
foundation for skydiving events across Australia, from event
organisers to judges to GCAs.

7.6 Spl it Team St rat egy
Results began to slow in 2015 from the many of our programs and
projects developed over previous years.

7.4 James LaBarrie Tour of Aust ral ia
Whilst recognising the importance of the tandem industry, stories and
promotion of skydiving beyond a tandem is paramount for the growth
of skydiving in Australia!

A National Development Strategy designed to increase student intake,
increase retention of Sporting Licence and improve competition, has
been successful and promises to continue to deliver the desired
outcomes. Sporting Licenses, Cert. A and a better intake of
AFF/SL/IAD Students has been a focus. In 2015 we saw substantial
growth across these sectors. There is much to do however. The APF
has established and promoted various industry strategies and tactics
that will flow-on into the years ahead.

Increasing students into our training organisations is seen as an
integral part of growing sporting licences for the APF and to support
this growth, it is very important to also provide new skydivers with a
great product. This means that beyond what the APF can provide as
an after service to its members and member organisations, drop
zones across Australia must also deliver an experience that will
encourage return customers and great word of mouth advertising. The
drop zones are the real face of skydiving in Australia and what they
deliver will be the ultimate measure for retention. To support the
continuing success and growth of the
Training DZs around Australia, the APF
was pleased to contract the services of
renowned skydiving marketing guru, James
La Barrie. James toured 13 of Australia?s
training drop zones, with the intention of
providing an un-biased opinion and
assessment, from first impressions to facilities, customer service and
Search Engine Optimisation (SEO).

In January and February 2016, we have seen a 29.5% increase in AFF
students compared to the same months in 2015. Certificate A saw a
12% increase against the same period and sporting licences have
grown by 3.25%. New members for the Jan/Feb period (all types of first
jump), increased by over 20%.
We can expect that these increases will support growth of the industry
and with the right retention models in place, will further bolster APF
Sporting License numbers. The Australian skydiving industry and APF
members also had great satisfaction in seeing many new records set in
competition, performance and Oceanic. Thanks to Team Bellatrix, the
Australian trophy cabinet has another medal to put in it, clinching a
Bronze in the 4-way FS Female at the 20th FAI World Cup of Formation
Skydiving, only 2 points off a silver medal.
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The Split Team Strategy was another successful retention program
which took place prior to the 2015 Nationals. This strategy had two
purposes:
1. Provide opportunities for intermediate skydivers to develop
further skills by connecting with current Australian Team
Members, and
2. Provide opportunities for intermediate skydivers to learn the
fundamentals of team skydiving and competition rules
Three disciplines were invited to participate: Formation Skydiving
(4-way), Canopy Formation (2-way rotations) and Vertical Formation
Skydiving (4-way intermediate).
Members of Innuendo (FS 8-way), Ookoonono (CF 2-way) and The
Addicted (VFS 4-way) separated from their respective teams and
selected intermediate team members to train and take to the
Nationals. The strategy was successful in increasing team
participation at the Nationals and will again be implemented in 2017.
Supporting novice and intermediate level skydivers is seen as vital to
ensure the future of our coach, representative, instructor and sporting
scene pool, so that the industry can keep up with demand.
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COM PET I T I ON
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National Championships
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International Competition
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Largest Freefall Formation
119-way
31 May 2015
Perris, California USA

8.1 Nat ional Championships

Competition Records ? Nationals

Formation Skydiving, Canopy Formation, Artistic Events and
Classic Accuracy

Four new Australian records were set:
Western Australia Results
1. Rotor Out ? Formation Skydiving 4-Way. 29 points in time.
Team members are: Craig Vaughan, Rob Thomson,
Simon Disciascio, Stephanie Vaughan and Dan Rossi
(vid).
2. Impulse Formation Skydiving 4-Way Inter Round 5. 25
points in time. Team members are: Alan Deadman, Asher
Jones, Dale Findlay, Grant Christie and Luke Oliver (vid).
3. Pull Out Formation Skydiving 4-Way Inter Round 5. 25
points in time. Team members are: Gary Nemirovsky,
Mariska Foley, Natasha Dingle, Travis Wood and Ben
Nordkamp (vid).
4. iFly DownUnder VFS 4-Way Advanced. 22 points in time.
Team members are: Frazer Smith, Kurmet Jaadla, Tim
Golsby-Smith, Timothy Edwards and Mark Gazley (vid).

Skydive Nagambie welcomed skydivers from all over Australia as
nearly 200 competitors arrived to compete for National Champion
status and to vie for a place on the Australian Team. The Nationals,
generally held around Easter in recent times was in 2015 held over
the New Year period. Mixed reactions from the competitors saw a
slight preference for the Nationals to be held in the cooler month of
March. However the APF and competitors acknowledge that Easter
may not be the best time to run future competitions, especially in a
World Championship ?on year?. The reason for running the Nationals
in March but, not necessarily over the Easter period, is due to the fact
that Easter may be too close to the WPCs and not allow teams
enough time to utilise Performance Based Funding. The numbers of
teams competing at Nationals has declined over recent years and the
APF is developing a model to see these numbers grow. Contributing
factors to low numbers have been attributed (but not limited) to
increasing costs to commit to a team and do well, Boogies run
throughout the year, and no fun jumping connected to the Nationals.
The Nationals are the marquee event for Australian Skydiving and the
APF will implement strategies to support competing at this level.
These will include:
-

A special thanks to the volunteer organisers, judges and to the competitors.
Thanks also to the host Drop Zones.

National Performance Records
Largest Australian Freefall Formation, 1 June 2015 in Perris
Valley, USA
119-way, set at Perris Valley, 1 June 2015. The record was made
on the final planned jump. Congratulations to the organisers,
participants, support crew and judges. Job well done! The record,
although made over US soil (for aircraft capacity and pilot
expertise in large skydives) received over 225 media spots and
an un-determined large Social Media reach.

Building the State Championship competitor base, and
Educating newer skydivers that the Nationals is the premier
event on the APF calendar and that it is a great place to learn.

There were:

Women's Largest Formation ? 10-way Head Down
Orientation, 6 June 2015 at Picton, NSW
Cath Comyns, Jenny Gordon, Barbara Meister, Jill Grantham,
Erica Tadokoro, Tina Muddle, Issy Dore. Shelly Delaney, Sonnica
Pokroy, Holly Kilham Camera: Dan Smith, Brad Pokroy.
Largest Canopy Formation, 30 October 2015 at Nagambie,
Victoria
Congratulations to the participants of the new Australian CRW
record. On the 29th, we had already witnessed a 40-person
diamond that had broken the standing 36-person record of 2009.
On 30 October 2015, they achieved two extra record breaking
skydives of 44-people in each. All three records have been
officially ratified by judges from the APF.
Largest Wingsuit Freefall, 5 November 2015 at York, WA
2015 National Canopy Piloting Championships
Held in York, the CP Nationals had 7 Open and 10 Intermediate
competitors and once again, the competitors were offered coaching
from Ronnie Perry. Prior to the event, Ronnie also schooled 32
students in proficient canopy handling. This strategy to engage
Ronnie for the CP team has been fruitful and will continue.

Adam Fiannaca, Alex Mazza, Ben Dummett, Clint Dadson, Craig
Cook, Craig Romero, Elodie Pretorius, Jack Rolliston, Jacob
Muscat, Jenette Savage, Jeremy Bourne, Johannes Debler, Josh
Richards, Luke Wickliffe, Mia Angus, Scott Paterson, Shaun
MacLoughney, Stephen Arkwright, Tamsyn Snyman, Wes
Burrows .

8.1.1 Nationals Results

Nationals Media Interest
Media interest was strong with Channel Nine interviewing Kate
and Michael Vaughan for the Today Show. There were 10 media
releases, 26 spots on MMM radio, several radio interviews and
we received News coverage on Channels 2, 7, 9 and 10.
Gaining media attention over a holiday break is always difficult so
congratulations to the team that worked so hard to get some
outstanding media results.

8.2 St at e Championships

CANOPY PILOTING OPEN
WA State Meet winners are:
1st place - Paul Morton,
2nd place - Ryan Sanders,
3rd place - Keven Walters

Four states held championships in 2015; NSW, SA, Sth Qld and
WA. Results for SA and NSW are unavailable at this point.
Victoria ran their State Championships in January 2016 with the
results not available when this report was written.
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M EM BERSHI P
QUEENSLAND RESULTS

STAT I ST I CS

1st FAI World Cup of Wingsuit Performance Flying, Netheravon, UK
There was no selection criteria for Australia to represent at this
World Cup, however a standard has been set for wingsuiters with
future aspirations. Steve Holden and Chris Byrnes are to be
congratulated, finishing 11th and 13th respectively, from over 60
competitors. Both Steve and Chris returned home also having set
new Oceanic records in speed, distance and time.
Congratulations also to Ray Williams and Sheena Simmonds for
being selected to judge at the event.

Membership Year Statistics
Calendar Year Statistics

E-League
Thirteen teams competed in the 2015 E-League, with representation
from each State and Territory. The E-League plans to expand to
include 3-way FS in 2016 to create a pathway in to better skill
development for novice skydivers. Congratulations to the winners:

20th FAI World Cup of Formation Skydiving, Teague, The
Netherlands
36
Recognised early for the teams commitment and future plans, the APF
became a sponsor of Bellatrix. The plan: Provide quality coaching! With
37
consultation between the APF and Bellatrix, a plan was conceived to
support Bellatrix with their preferred coach and provide expert coaching
to the APF members. Their chosen coach, champion UK skydiver Steve
Hamilton, was bought to Australia with the help of the APF on the
proviso that after their training camp, Bellatrix members and Steve would
make themselves available to the general skydiving community 32
skydivers made the most of the camp. Congratulations to Bellatrix, as
they returned home to Australia with a bronze medal. Bellatrix are:
Ann-Marie Jarzebowski, Kate Vaughan, Karen Fuller, Riss Anderson and
Dan Rossi (vid).
World Air Games, Dubai
To be invited to the World Air Games is special and competitors must be
at the top of their game nationally to receive an invtiation.
Congratulations to 4-way FS team, Rotor Out: Craig Vaughan, Patrick
Nygren, Steven Smith, Richard Strickland, George Attard and Canopy
Pilots: Robbie McMillan, Bradley Jones and Keven Walters.
Competition Records ? WPC?s
Oceanic Records

1st Place ? Eminence with 111 points. Team was: Mariska Folley,
Natasha Dingle, Gary Nemerovsky, Travis wood, Ben Nordkamp
(Vid). Qld.
2nd Place ? Ptera with 88 points. Team was: Simone Bambach,
Ryan Jenkin, Jan ? Paul Koberg, Ben Crowe, Scott Neander (Vid),
NSW.
3rd Place ? The Flying Monkeys. Team was: Laura Watson,
Tommasco Liccioli, John Rynbout, Richard Michael Strickland, John
Shepphard (Vid), SA .
Thank you to the E - League sponsors: NZ Aerosports, iFly
Downunder, Terminal Sports, Chuting Star, Cookie Composites and
Deep Seed.

8.3 Int ernat ional Compet it ion
In a move to establish a strong CP culture and to build the best
team possible, the APF allowed the three best Intermediate
competitors (selected from results at the 2015 Nationals) to
compete in the 8th FAI World Cup of Canopy Piloting, alongside the
current team. This allowed potential future champions an
opportunity to taste competition at world standards. The results
were pleasing with Alex Horsburgh, Tony Kellett and Jesse Warren
finishing the event with experience that will be noticeable at the next
Australian Nationals. Also and not unprecedented, an Intermediate
FS 4-way team was given an opportunity at a World Cup: Team
Impulse, strong competitors with a vision to represent Australia and
a plan to match, travelled with FS 4-way team Bellatrix to Teague in
the Netherlands for the 20th FAI World Cup of Formation Skydiving.
8th FAI World Cup of Canopy Formation, Farnham Canada
Canopy Pilots and Australian Team Members for several years,
Andrew Woolf and Keven Walters competed well against 75 other
pilots, finishing 18th and 24th respectively.

Australian Parachute Federation

Aussie Participation in World Records
Congratulations to the Aussies that participated in World Records
overseas.
164-way Head Down Formation ? 31 July 2015 in Chicago, USA
Kieran James, Scott Hiscoe, Leigh McCormack, Cath Comyns, Erica
Tadokoro, Jenny Gordon, Paul Jones, Mason Corby, Matt Munting,
David Nimmo, William Blackie
202-way Sequential WR - 30 September 2015
Laurence Garceau, Heather Little, Richard Wilkinson, Alison Bawden,
Sean Walsh and honorary Australian Yukari Hashimoto.
125-way new POPS World Record ? 10 October 2015 in Perris
Valley, USA
Ben Nordkamp, Derek Murphy, Sean Walsh, Ali Bawden, Warwick
Jones.
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9.1 Membership Year St at ist ics

9.2 Cal endar Year St at ist ics

Membership year statistics are those statistics which are reported based on a year of 1st of July through to 30th of June.
Calendar year statistics are those statistics which are reported based on a year of 1st of January through to 31st of December.

9.1.1 Sporting Licensed Membership % Growth
9.2.1 New Members % Growth on Previous Year
The report highlights the
growth in sporting licensed
members compared to the
previous membership year.
The report includes full
financial members and
students who attained a
sporting licence only, it does
not include overseas short
term members. 0% indicates
the same number of
memberships were held in the
year compared to the
previous year, a negative
indicates a reduction in the
number of memberships and
a positive indicates an
increase in the number of
memberships. The ?3 per.
Mov. Avg.?, is a 3 year moving
average which shows the
short to medium term trend of
growth based on a 3 year
period.

The report highlights the growth in new members
compared to the previous calendar year.
0% indicates the same number of new memberships
were taken as the previous year, a negative indicates
a reduction in the number of new members and a
positive indicates an increase in the number of new
memberships taken.
The ?3 per. Mov. Avg.?, is a 3 year moving average
which shows the short to medium term trend of
growth based on a 3 year period.
In 2015, the APF had 163,415 new memberships,
representing an increase of 6.8% on 2014.

9.2.2 New Members First Jump Type as % of Total New Members
The report highlights the jump type a new member
undertook for their first jump as a proportion of all
new members for the calendar year.

In 2015, the APF had 2957 members hold or attain a sporting licence during the membership year. This represents an increase of 1.6% on
2014. The report includes full financial members and students only, it does not include overseas short term members.

9.1.2 Sporting Licensed Membership by Gender
The report highlights the proportion of female to male sporting licensed members.

99.1% of first time jumpers are undertaking a
Tandem jump. At this time, the APF does not have
an accurate record as to how many of these
students may continue on to undertake an AFF
or Static Line course. As such the figures do not
represent a % of solo students, simply the 1st skydive
undertaken as a member of an APF Club.

9.2.3 New Members by Citizenship
The report compares the proportion of
new memberships of people who hold
Australian citizenship as compared to
overseas citizenships giving some
indication of the tourist market.
In 2015, 48.1% of new members held
Australian Citizenship as compared to
51.7% overseas Citizenship.

The number of female sporting licensed holders increased from 402 in 2014 to 426 in 2015. There were 2530 male sporting licensed members
in 2015.
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9.2.4 New Members by Council Area

STAT I ST I CS
The report highlights the
proportion of new memberships
taken through each council area
as a percentage of all new
memberships.

PA RT T EN

In 2015, Nth Qld issued 49,077
new memberships compared to
31,678 by Sth Qld;
43,171 by NSW;
19,676 by VIC/TAS;
3685 by SA;
14,695 by WA and
1431 by the NT.

9.2.5 Instructor Ratings Held %
Growth on Previous Year
The report highlights the growth in the
number of instructors held during the year
compared to the previous calendar year.
The report includes anyone who held both
an Instructor rating and membership
together for any part of the calendar year,
however it only includes the highest
instructor rating they held during the year
(e.g. if a member held an Instructor C at
the beginning of the year and then
achieved the Instructor B during the year,
they would only be considered in the
Instructor B data, thus no member is
counted twice which would inaccurately
represent the data and skew growth
results).
0% indicates the same number of
instructor ratings were held as the
previous year, a negative indicates a reduction in the number of instructors and a positive indicates an increase in the number of instructors held.
The Instructor C was introduced in 2009 and the Master Instructor rating was introduced in 2012, the first 3 years of data is excluded for the
purposes of growth as the initial take up in these years skews the data and does not accurately reflect growth in these ratings. In 2015, 88
members held an Instructor A, while 167 held an Instructor B, 45 an Instructor C, 379 and Instructor D and 19 held a Master Instructor rating.

9.2.6 Total Instructor Ratings
Held % Growth on Previous Year
The report highlights the growth in total
number of members who held any
Instructor rating compared to the
previous calendar year. 0% indicates
that the same number of current
instructor ratings were held as the
previous year, a negative indicates a
reduction in the number of instructor
ratings and a positive number indicates
an increase in the number of instructor
ratings held during the calendar year.
The ?3 per. Mov. Avg.?, is a 3 year
moving average which shows the short
to medium term trend of growth based on
a 3 year period.
During the 2015 year, 698 members held
an instructor rating representing a 2.5%
decrease in total instructor ratings held.
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FI NA NCI A L
10.1 Financial St at ist ics

STAT EM ENT S

PA RT T EN

10.1.1 Income vs Expenses
Financial Data is reported based on the APF?s
Financial Year being a standard calendar year of
1st of January through 31st of December. All
reports are based on financials prepared and
reviewed by accountants to Australian
Accounting Standards, with the APF accounts
being further scrutinised through annual
corporate audits by an accredited company
auditor.
* Expenses exclude the distributions to APTAC
which are made on a voluntary basis
Income has steadily been rising from 2009
onwards due to a combination of a steady
increase in new memberships, historical
insurance years being finalised leading to returns in aggregate deductible funds from PPC (which can be anticipated to continue), a surge in 2011
due to the sale of the building in Canberra and through distributions from PPC and APTAC as investment holdings have increased leading to
increasing returns on the investments. This has also occurred in spite of the numerous initiatives which have affected income such as free
instructor revalidations and discounted pink card/student registration process. As can be expected with increases in new and licensed
membership?s expenses will increase as more regulatory and compliance work is required to be undertaken, leading to increases across all
expense areas of the business. 2014 and 2015 saw the instigation of numerous projects reinvesting within the sport and to assist in the continued
growth and success of the sport within Australia. This has seen discretionary expenditure increase reducing the profit margin.

10.1.2 Income

10.1.3 Expenses

As a proportion of the APF's expenses
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AUSTRALIAN PARACHUTE FEDERATION LIMITED
ABN 75 061 266 510

DIRECTORS?REPORT
The board of directors and the board of members submit the financial report of Australian Parachute Federation
as a Company and an Association for the financial year ended 31 December 2015.
Board of Directors

AUDITOR?S INDEPENDENCE DECLARATION
UNDER SECTION 307C OF THE CORPORATIONS ACT 2001
TO THE DIRECTORS OF AUSTRALIAN PARACHUTE Federation LIMITED

The names of each person who held a position on the Board of Directors and the Board of Members during the
year ended 31 December 2015 or at the date of this statement are as follows:

Principal Activities
The principal activities of the Association and Company during the financial year were:
To promote and foster parachuting in Australia and to protect the right and opportunity to parachute in Australia
in the event it is ever threatened or adversely affected by any entity or person.
Significant Changes
No significant change in the nature of these activities occurred during the financial year.
Operating Result
The profit amounted to $20,893.
Signed in accordance with a resolution of the Directors:
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STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION
AS AT 31 DECEMBER 2015
STATEMENT OF PROFIT AND LOSS

ASSETS
CURRENT ASSETS
Cash and cash equivalents
Trade and other receivables
Financial assets
Prepayments
TOTAL CURRENT ASSETS

FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 DECEMBER 2015

NON-CURRENT ASSETS
Property, plant and equipment
TOTAL NON-CURRENT ASSETS
TOTAL ASSETS

LIABILITIES
CURRENT LIABILITIES
Trade and other payables
Borrowings
Provisions
Income in advance
TOTAL CURRENT LIABILITIES

NON-CURRENT LIABILITIES
Provisions
TOTAL NON-CURRENT LIABILITIES

STATEMENT OF COMPREHENSIVE INCOME
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 DECEMBER 2015

TOTAL LIABILITIES
NET ASSETS

EQUITY
Retained surplus
TOTAL EQUITY

The accompanying notes form part of these financial statements.
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NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 DECEMBER 2015

STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN EQUITY

The financial statements for the period cover Australian Parachute Federation Limited and Australian Parachute
Federation Incorporated. From 1 January 2015 the Federation operated as an association incorporated in the
Australian Capital Territory under the Associations Incorporations Act 1991. In July 2015, a Company Limited by
Guarantee was formed, incorporated under the Corporations Act 2001 and the assets were assumed by the
company. The operation for the whole period for the combined entities is included in the statement of profit and
loss. The statement of financial position reflects the assets of the company at the balance date. The association
has no assets at the balance date.

FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 DECEMBER 2015

Balance at 1 January 2014
Comprehensive income
Surplus for the year
Total comprehensive income
for the year attributable to members
of the association
Balance at 31 January 2014

1.

SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES

Basis of Preparation
The financial statements are special purpose financial statements that have been prepared in accordance with
Accounting Standards, (including Australian Accounting Interpretations), the Associations Incorporations Act 1991
and Part 2M of the Corporations Act 2001.

Balance at 1 January 2015
Comprehensive income
Surplus (loss) for the year
Total comprehensive income for
the year attributable to members
of the company
Balance at 31 January 2015

Australian Accounting Standards set out accounting policies that the AASB has concluded would result in financial
statements containing relevant and reliable information about transactions, events and conditions to which they
apply. Material accounting policies adopted in the preparation of these financial statements are presented below
and have been consistently applied unless otherwise stated.
The financial statements have been prepared on an accruals basis and is based on historical costs, modified,
where applicable, by the measurement at fair value of selected non-current assets, financial assets and financial
liabilities. The company is a not-for-profit entity for the purposes of these financial statements.
The issue of these financial statements was authorised by a resolution of the Board on the date of signing of the
attached Statement by Board.
(a)

STATEMENT OF CASH FLOWS

Income Tax

The Association and Company are exempt from income tax under section 50-1 of the Income Tax Assessment Act
1997 (ITAA 1997) as an association and company established for the encouragement of a game or sport.

FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 DECEMBER 2015

(b) Plant and Equipment
Each class of plant and equipment is carried at cost or fair value as indicated less, where applicable, any
accumulated depreciation and impairment losses.
Plant and Equipment

Cash flows from operating activities
Receipts from operations
Payment to suppliers and employees
Interest received
Net cash provided by (used in) operating activities

Plant and equipment are measured on the cost basis and are therefore carried at cost less accumulated
depreciation and any accumulated impairment losses. In the event the carrying amount of plant and equipment is
greater than its estimated recoverable amount, the carrying amount is written down immediately to its estimated
recoverable amount and impairment losses recognised either in profit or loss or as a revaluation decrease if the
impairment losses relate to a revalued asset. A formal assessment of recoverable amount is made when
impairment indicators are present.

Cash flows from investing activities
Purchase of Property Plant & Equipment
Net cash provided by (used in) operating activities

Subsequent costs are included in the asset's carrying amount or recognised as a separate assets, as appropriate,
only when it is probable that future economic benefits associated with the item will flow to the Company and the
cost of the item can be measured reliably. All other repairs and maintenance are charged to the statement of
comprehensive income during the financial period in which they are incurred.

Net increase (decrease) in cash held
Cash on hand at beginning of financial year
Cash on hand at end of financial year

Depreciation
The depreciable amount of property, plant and equipment (excluding freehold land) is depreciated on a straight-line
basis. Depreciation commences from the time the asset is available for its intended use.
The depreciation rates used for each class of depreciable asset are:
Class of Fixed Asset:
Office furniture and equipment
Software
Membership system

Depreciation Rate
10%, 20% and 33.3%
20% and 33.3%
20% and 33.3%

The accompanying notes form part of these financial statements.
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NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 DECEMBER 2015

NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 DECEMBER 2015

The assets' residual values and useful lives are reviewed, and adjusted if appropriate, at the end of each reporting
period. An asset's carrying amount is written down immediately to its recoverable amount if the asset's carrying
amount is greater than its estimated recoverable amount.

Interest received is brought to account on an accruals basis.

(c)

Other income is recognised when the related goods or services have been provided and the income has been
earned.

Impairment of assets

At the end of each reporting period, the Company reviews the carrying amounts of its tangible and intangible assets
to determine whether there is any indication that those assets have been impaired. If such evidence exists and
there is the probability of a negative effect on estimated future cash flows that can be reliably estimated, the excess
of the assets carrying value over its recoverable amount is recognised in the comprehensive income as an
impairment loss.
Receivables are reviewed at the end of each reporting period for impairment. The Company considers the following
is objective evidence of impairment of receivables:
-

Dividend revenue and trust distributions are recognised when the right to receive them has been established.

All revenue is stated net of the amount of goods and services tax (GST).
(h)

Trade and Other Payables

Trade and other payables represent the liabilities for goods and services received by the company that remain
unpaid at the end of the reporting period. The balance is recognised as a current liability with the amounts normally
paid within 30 days of recognition of the liability.
(i) Goods and Services Tax (GST)

Awareness of financial difficulties of debtors
Default on payments, or
Debts being more than 90 days overdue
Irreconcilable disputes where action for recovery is not economic

Revenues, expenses and assets are recognised net of the amount of GST, except where the amount of GST
incurred is not recoverable from the Australian Taxation Office ("ATO").

If any indication of impairment exists at the end of the reporting period, the asset's recoverable amount is estimated.
The recoverable amount of an asset is the greater of its value in use and its fair value less costs to sell. As a
not-for-profit entity, value in use, according to AASB 136 Impairment of Asset, is depreciated replacement cost.

Receivables and payables are stated inclusive of the amount of GST receivable or payable. The net amount of
GST recoverable from, or payable to, the ATO is included with other receivables or payables in the statement of
financial position.
(j)

Comparative Figures

(d) Trade and Other Receivables
Trade receivables are recognised initially at the transaction price (i.e. cost) and are subsequently measured at cost
less provision for impairment. Most sales are made on the basis of normal credit terms and do not bear interest.
Where credit is extended beyond normal credit terms and is more than 12 months, receivables are discounted to
present value.
At the end of each reporting period, the carrying amounts of trade and other receivables are reviewed to determine
whether there is any objective evidence that the amounts are not recoverable. A provision for impairment of trade
receivables is established when there is objective evidence that the Company will not be able to collect all amounts
due according to the original terms of the receivables.
Other receivables include loans granted by the Company and are discounted to present values using the interest
rate inherent in the loan.
(e)

Employee Benefits

(k) Rounding of Amounts
Amounts in the financial statements have been rounded off to the nearest dollar.
(l)

Contributions to all superannuation plans for the benefit of employees of the Association and Company are charged
to profit and loss during the financial period in which they are incurred. Amounts due at the end of the reporting
period but not yet paid are included with employee benefits in the statement of financial position under trade and
other payables.
(f) Cash and Cash Equivalents
Cash and cash equivalents include cash on hand, deposits held at call with banks, other short-term highly liquid
investments with original maturities of three months or less.

Critical Accounting Estimates and Adjustments

The board of directors and board of members evaluate estimates and judgements incorporated into the financial
statements based on historical knowledge and best available current information. Estimates assume a reasonable
expectation of future events and are based on current trends and economic data, obtained both externally and
within the Association and Company.
(m)

Provision is made for the Company's liability for employee benefits arising from services rendered by employees to
the end of the reporting period. Employee benefits that are expected to be settled within one year have been
measured at the amounts expected to be paid when the liability is settled. Employee benefits payable later than one
year have been measured at the present value of the estimated future cash outflows to be made for those benefits.
In determining the liability, consideration is given to employee wage increases and the probability that the employee
may not satisfy vesting requirements. Those cash flows are discounted using market yields on national government
bonds with terms to maturity that match the expected timing of cash flows.

(g)

When required by Accounting Standards, comparative figures have been adjusted to conform to changes in
presentation for the current year. As the Federation transitioned to a Company Limited by Guarantee during the
year, the comparative information provided is that of the association.

Public liability insurance

The annual premium is expensed in the year to which it relates. That proportion of the expense which relates to
the period after the reporting date is brought into account in the statement of financial position as prepayments.
(n) Aggregate Deductible
As part of arrangements with its insurers the Association and Company is required to set aside each year an
amount referred to as the "aggregate deductible" to cover claims and legal fees for the year. The Parachuting
Protection Trust (of which Parachuting Protection Company is the trustee) holds the accumulated unspent balance
of these monies and has agreed to indemnify the Association and Company for any claims and legal fees deemed
payable from those funds.
The aggregate deductible is expensed proportionately over the year to which it relates. That proportion of the
amount paid which relates to the period after the reporting periods is included in the statement of financial position
as prepayments, or, the proportion of the expense unpaid at the end of the reporting period is included in the
statement of financial position as payables.

Revenue and Other Income

Revenue from member activities
Revenue from members, being subscriptions, licence and other levies, is brought to account in the year to which it
relates .That proportion of monies received which relates to the period after the end of the reporting period is
brought to account in the statement of financial position in advance.
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NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 DECEMBER 2015
2.

NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 DECEMBER 2015

CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS

6.

Petty cash
Cash at bank
Cash Maxi
Undeposited cheques

3.

PROVISIONS
CURRENT
Provision for Annual Leave:
Opening balance
year to date movement
Provision for Long Service Leave - Current Liability:
Opening balance
year to date movements

TRADE AND OTHER RECEIVABLES
CURRENT
Trade receivables
Less provision for impairment
Amounts receivable from other related entities:
Loans to Parachuting Protection Co
Loans to APTAC
Other debtors

4.

NON-CURRENT
Provision for Long Service Leave - Non-current Liability:
Opening balance
year to date movements

7.

PLANT AND EQUIPMENT

The registered office and principal place of business of the Company is:
Australian Parachute Federation Limited
Unit 3 Portal Office West
2994 Logan Road
Underwood Queensland 4119

Software
Less provision for impairment

Wiki project
Less accumulated depreciation

8.

CONTRACTUAL COMMITMENTS
(a) Operating Lease Commitments
Non-cancellable operating leases contracted for but
not recognised in the financial statements
Minimum lease payments, payable:
Not later than 12 months
Between 12 months and 5 years
Total

Office furniture and equipment
Less accumulated depreciation

Membership system at cost
Less accumulated depreciation

Total plant and equipment
(a) Movement in carrying amounts
For disclosure on movement in carrying amounts please refer to note 11 in the end of this financial report.

5.

COMPANY DETAILS

A lease of office premises has been entered into from 22 January 2010 for a term of five years with an
option to renew for a further five years. Further floor space in the same property was rented from 1
August 2011 to the end of the existing lease with an option to renew for 5 years. Rent on commencement
is $80,580 per annum, with annual CPI increments, estimated at 2%, on the anniversary date. APF took
the option to renew during 2015.
Expense commitments
(i) Production of magazine
payable not later than 12 months
payable 1 to 5 years
Total

TRADE AND OTHER PAYABLES
CURRENT
Goods and services tax
Trade and sundry creditors
Withholding taxes payable
Superannuation payable

The Federation's magazine is produced under contract which covers 5 issues, the last of which is due in
February 2016. The contract was extended in 2014 and also has 1 further option for a further extension of
2 years.
(ii) Membership system software
Payable not later than 12 months
Payable 1 to 5 years
Total
The contract to build this software was entered into in 2009. A subsequent contract for enhancements to the
Student Membership System was entered into in 2014.
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NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 DECEMBER 2015
9.

AUSTRALIAN PARACHUTE FEDERATION LIMITED
ABN 75 061 266 510

CONTINGENT LIABILITIES
Claims
At the end of the reporting period there are a series of liability claims in process against the Company.
The amount of each claim cannot be reliably estimated but are expected to be within the indemnity
provided by the aggregate deductible and public liability cover.

10.

CASH FLOW INFORMATION

DIRECTORS?DECLARATION
.

In the opinion of the Directors the financial report as set out on pages 3 to 17:

(a) Reconciliation of Cash
Cash at the end of the financial year as shown in the
Statement of Cash Flows is reconciled to the related
items in the statement of financial position as follows:

1. Presents a true and fair view of the financial position of Australian Parachute Federation Limited as at
31 December 2015 and its performance for the year ended on that date in accordance with the
Australian Accounting Standards (including Australian Accounting Interpretations) of the Australian
Standards Board;

Petty Cash
Cash at bank
Cash in managed funds

2. At the date of this statement there are reasonable grounds to believe that Australian Parachute
Federation Limited will be able to pay its debts as and when they fall due.
This statement is made in accordance with a resolution of the Directors and is signed for and on behalf of the
Directors by:

(b) Reconciliation of cash flow from operations with profit
Profit after income tax
Non-cash flows in profit:
Depreciation
Changes in Assets & Liabilities
Increase in trade & other receivables
(Increase)/Decrease in prepayments
Increase/(Decrease) in trade creditors & payables
Movements in provisions
Net cash provided by (used in)
operating activities

11.

MOVEMENTS IN CARRYING AMOUNTS
Movements in carrying amounts for
each class of plant and equipment.
Balance at 1 January 2014
Additions
Disposals
Depreciation expense
Carrying amount at 31 December 2014
Additions
Depreciation expense
Carrying amount at 31 December 2015
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INDEPENDENT AUDITOR?S REPORT
TO THE MEMBERS OF AUSTRALIAN PARACHUTE FEDERATION LIMITED
We have audited the accompanying financial report, being a special purpose financial report of Australian Parachute Federation Limited,
which comprises the statement of financial position as at 31 December 2015, the statement of profit and loss, statement of comprehensive
income, statement of changes in equity and statement of cash flows for the period then ended, notes comprising a summary of significant
accounting policies and other explanatory information, and the directors?declaration.
Directors?Responsibility for the Financial Report
The directors of the company are responsible for the preparation of the financial report that gives a true and fair view and have determined
that the basis of preparation described in Note 1 to the financial report is appropriate to meet the requirements of the Corporations Act 2001
and is appropriate to meet the needs of the members. The directors?responsibility also includes such internal control as the directors
determine is necessary to enable the preparation of a financial report that is free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error.

AUSTRALIAN PARACHUTE FEDERATION
LIMITED

Auditor?s Responsibility

ABN 75 061 266 510

Our responsibility is to express an opinion on the financial report based on our audit. We have conducted our audit in accordance with
Australian Auditing Standards. Those standards require that we comply with relevant ethical requirements relating to audit engagements
and plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial report is free from material misstatement.
An audit involves performing procedures to obtain audit evidence about the amounts and disclosures in the financial report. The procedures
selected depend on the auditor?s judgement, including the assessment of the risks of material misstatement of the financial report, whether
due to fraud or error. In making those risk assessments, the auditor considers internal control relevant to the entity?s preparation of the
financial report that gives a true and fair view in order to design audit procedures that are appropriate in the circumstances, but not for the
purpose of expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of the entity?s internal control. An audit also includes evaluating the appropriateness
of accounting policies used and the reasonableness of accounting estimates made by the directors, as well as evaluating the overall
presentation of the financial report.
We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our audit opinion.

The accompanying schedules do not form
part of the audited financial statements

Independence
In conducting our audit, we have complied with the independence requirements of the Corporations Act 2001. We confirm that the
independence declaration required by the Corporations Act 2001, which has been given to the directors of Australian Parachute Federation
Limited would be in the same terms if given to the directors as at the time of the auditor?s report.

FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 DECEMBER 2015

Opinion
In our opinion the financial report of Australian Parachute Federation Limited is in accordance with the Corporations Act 2001, including:
a) giving a true and fair view of the company?s financial position as at 31 December 2015 and of its performance for the period
ended on that date; and
b) complying with Australian Accounting Standards to the extent described in Note 1, and the Corporations Regulations 2001.
Basis of Accounting
Without modifying our opinion, we draw attention to Note 1 to the financial report, which describes the basis of accounting. The financial
report has been prepared for the purpose of fulfilling the directors?financial reporting responsibilities under the Corporations Act 2001. As a
result, the financial report may not be suitable for another purpose.

Brisbane
28th April 2016
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PROFIT AND LOSS STATEMENT
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 DECEMBER 2015

The accompanying notes form part of these financial statements.
These statements should be read in conjunction with the attached compilation report.
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